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“Hit the deck! Hit the deck!” rang out in the desert wind and hit the deck he did, only to
find just a lip, four or five inches tall to hide behind. “How could they design a ship with
so little protection?” he thought, simultaneously thinking, “I’m gonna be fucking killed!”
Bullets screaming inches over his head, he tried to get below the lip. He reached for his
weapon. Where’s my fucking weapon? He scrambled about, trying not to be killed—
trying to find his weapon. He found a body, a dead body. He pushed it aside rather than
crawl over it above the shitty little lip protecting him partially at best.
“Hit the deck!” he heard again. He could see the enemy ship firing at him, maybe three
hundred yards away, but it looked so close. The sand dunes between them contained
skeletons of Harleys, some covered by the sand, others barely covered, but all lying
dead in the brown sand.
A bullet winged his helmet. “Where’s my fucking M16?” he cried out. Then he spotted
him. On the edge of the deck of the enemy ship. Standing tall, wearing a black leather
jacket, firing upon him. Tracers exploding over the top of his head. Where was his
fucking weapon?
There! An anti-tank weapon. He’d seen it before. Saw how to use it. Had never used it.
Couldn’t remember its name. But the name kept racing through his head: “whatsatfour,
whatsatfour, whatsatfour, whatsatfour, whatsatfour, whatsatfour . . . .”
He reached out for it, but his arm wasn’t long enough.
“Hit the deck! Hit the deck! Hit the deck! Hit the deck!”
He low crawled to it, but it seemed to move further away.
“Stay down, Akerman! Stay down.”
“I’ve got to get this weapon,” he screamed out. Or did he? Maybe he just said it to
himself. “I need to get this —”
“Akerman, stay down! Keep down!”
He grabbed the weapon, and sat up, hoisting it onto his shoulder, making his body a
very nice target for the other ship drifting closer through the sand, that big guy in leather
still shooting at him.
“Akerman! Stay down!”
“I’ve got to kill this bastard,” was all he could think.
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“Joseph, stay down!”
He had him in the sights.
“Joseph.”
“The fucking thing won’t fire. What’s wrong with this fucking thing?”
“Joseph.”
He shakes the weapon, checks the safety. “It’s loaded. It’s fucking loaded.”
“Yoseph,” she whispers.
He’s getting close. He’s going to fucking kill me. He’s . . .
“Yoseph,” she whispers. “Yoseph. Wake up, Dear.”
“The fucking squirrels. And sausages!”
“Joseph,” she whispers. “Joseph, you’re having a bad dream, Dear. Joseph.”
“The fucking . . . .”
“Joseph, you’re safe, Honey. Wake up, Joseph. It’s alright. You’re home, Baby.”
He’s startled. Joe’s entire body quaked violently, then stopped. He opened his eyes.
“You were dreaming, Lover. Are you okay?”
He rolled his face into the pillow to hide his embarrassment.
Sheila had learned in the wives’ group at the VA not to touch their husbands to wake
them up. In fact, they’d all been warned that any touching while their husbands were
asleep could cause them to respond violently. Combat soldiers never really come home
from war. Combat soldiers are hyper-vigilant, even in their sleep. Many slept in separate
beds, even separate rooms.
She leaned over and kissed him saying, “You lie here. I’ll make us some coffee.”
Roddy wasn’t up yet. It was still dark, about 5 or 5 thirty. Sheila wouldn’t be due at the
hospital for another two hours or so. Joe would take the kid to the park, drop him off at
the Kid Play for just an hour or so, and hit the gym. After he’d pick up Roddy and do
lunch, then nap time.
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His afternoon was open. He’d only been on SSI and disability from the military for four
months. It had taken 8 years to get his 100%. The VA was backed up with soldiers
suffering from PTSD. He was one of the lucky ones. He kept in touch with his old unit,
and already 13 had offed themselves. His therapist told him he’s lucky. He has a
supportive wife. That really helped. Many wives wanted to be supportive, but the
problem of living with someone with a mental illness is that after a while they just want
them to act fucking normal for once. Their compassion gives way to frustration and
finally anger tears them apart, and alone, the trooper suddenly has a better than 50/50
chance of swallowing a bullet.
Joe was lucky.




Kid Play, the day care center on the end of his block, was Roddy’s home away from
home. But since he was special, Joe could bring him in whenever he had things to do.
Otherwise, Roddy and Joe would play and work together at home.
Joe was more than a good father. He was a sentry when Roddy was in his charge,
aware every second of the boy’s location, situation, and if he moved just a few feet,
Joe’s instincts kicked in. Parents realize as soon at their babies begin to crawl how
difficult it is to keep them alive. For a combat soldier, keeping your buddies alive lists
right alongside of keeping yourself alive, but this was his boy. He even drove differently
when Roddy was fastened in his car seat. Joe was Roddy’s sentry.
It had taken him a while to get to the VA. It had required a bit of intervention. Now he
was regular. After they’d married, Sheila made sure of that. He had a group session he
attended but not frequently and biweekly sessions with his psychologist. There had
been classes, special classes, ranging from symptom management to anger
management, a few meetings with a sociologist, and doctor and dental appointments.
But first there was that barrage of testing.
Joe felt some of that testing was ridiculous. He was no dummy. He’d breezed through a
BS in chemistry with a 3.5 average, which had been brought down mainly by his
boredom and a few changes in his major, and finally a minor in lit.
He knew that people could lie on tests to determine PTSD, and he also knew that a
SPECT brain scan could find it, but after checking around, he couldn’t locate a VA
hospital that even had a SPECT machine. His government was starving the beast;
doing everything in their power to privatize the VA health care system.
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One day, his psychologist, knowing his interest in science, informed him that the main
hospital in Minneapolis now had the SPECT machine and asked if he was interested in
checking it out. He laughed. His psychologist laughed. There was a tacit understanding
between patient and therapist that no more testing was needed here. They’d been long
past that phase, and Joe was beginning to feel human again.
PTSD is something you never really cure, especially since it starts out as a mental
illness, but then changes the brain chemistry and topography, and suddenly it’s a
physical illness. Managing symptoms was everything. He was getting to the point where
he had PTSD; PTSD didn’t have him.
“You seem a bit distant today, Joe. Something new in your life?” asked Tortelli, his
psychologist.
“Naw. Just keepin’on keepin’ on,” he answered looking out the window.
Tortelli looked at him askance, but said nothing. He was considered one of the top
PTSD experts in the world. He knew his business. He never stared for any length at his
patients. Just a look, a nod, a smile now and then, and when his client didn’t want to
make eye contact, he’d just glance at him, look away, remain quiet, allowing him
release in his own time.
“Well, there is this one problem at home.”
“Yeah?”
“Yeah. This asshole just moved in next door to us and the entire fucking neighborhood
is shook up.”
“Yeah?”
“Yeah. Rumor has it he paid cash for the place. He’s a fucking biker. Has two hogs in
his garage and a BMW parked in front.”
“You suspect drugs?”
“Everyone does, but we doubt if he’s stupid enough to start selling from his home. The
entire block is ready to speed-dial the cops the moment they even suspect that.”
“So how’s the martial arts coming along?”
“You mean the tooth?”
They both laughed.
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“Ya know, you practice, you spar, you study, you exercise, and then out of nowhere
somebody clips you and knocks out a tooth. I even had the damn mouth protector in
tight.”
There was a pause.
Then Joe perked up, saying, “You know how you smile at strangers and suddenly they
smile back? Well, I’ve been trying that lately. I love it. I love people’s reactions. But with
this tooth missing. The other day, I was walking into Target, and I dropped some
change. I bent over to pick it up and as I started to straighten up I saw this very beautiful
and very richly dressed woman approaching, and I smiled at her. She reached out and
dropped another quarter in my hand.”
Tortelli chuckled.
“Do I really look that bad?”
Tortelli laughed, shook his head, and looked back at his computer screen.
This time Tortelli broke the silence.
“You realize I still have it in my notes how much you love getting hit in the face.”
“It’s inspiring,” Joe laughed. “Teaches you not to get hit in the face again.”
“There is something to physical contact . . . most of the men I work with seem to enjoy
it. A few have taken up boxing. There’s that dojo you belong to, all of them from group.
Shaking his head, Tortelli added, “And then there are those who just get in bar fights.”
He paused. “Remember those?”
“Yeah,” he laughed. The judge saved my ass. Told me I’d better get my butt to the VA.”
“That’s more common than you’d imagine. Though, like you, quite a few of them have
lost the fear of getting hit. Not only is hitting back a release, but getting hit in the face
seems to be a release.”
“Got yourself enough material there for a paper, I’ll bet.”
“Publish or perish.”
“Even in the VA?”
“Not really,” Tortelli replied. “I’ve got a job here for the rest of my life. We’re still trying to
fill two more offices on this floor. No shortage of wounded vets.”
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When Joe had first arrived at the VA he was hesitant about everything, meetings,
classes, everything. He didn’t want to admit he had a problem. It took time, lots of time,
but his ass was on the line. He’d hit bottom in jail, more than once, and decided he was
willing to do anything to stay out of there.
Those first days were somber. He’d had only the glimmer of an idea of what he was
about to go through. Testing, of course, then the interviews. He dreaded the interviews,
and not because some therapist he had never met before was going to go spelunking
through the caverns in his mind, but because he would have to relive the traumas, those
things that pursued him, stalked him, interrupted him, and blocked him from even being
present.
He didn’t feel special, and definitely never felt alone. He knew that fellow vets certainly
experienced the same dreaded nightmares, both waking and asleep. He also knew, or
hoped, that someday he’d get past it, but still, you never really get past it.
Day to day life is different for each vet. One of his buddies, they’d found themselves
together again at his VA, seemed to laugh it off. No matter the subject, Ralph was ready
with a quick quip. While sitting in the waiting room one day, Ralph kept him in stitches.
The guy should be a comedian, Joe thought. Great stand-up routine. But he was pretty
sure that America wouldn’t be all that receptive to gallows humor. His dad had told him
about all the dead baby jokes during the Vietnam era. No, America wasn’t ready to
laugh at body parts and mass graves, though Ralph sure got a kick out of it.
And even then, as everywhere, Joe viewed the world through tiny translucent fragments
that tinted every experience, depriving him of the present moment; depriving him of joy.
His first meeting with Tortelli ended with Tortelli closing his notepad saying, “It’s okay,
Joe, we can put this off for another meeting.” The rule, established by Tortelli, and
followed by all the psychologists on his floor was quite simple and smart. The client had
to relive his trauma just once. That was it. The client would never again be asked to
relate war stories, unless he wanted to. Tortelli had heard them all, even from Korean
vets who cried in their sleep after 9-11, hospitalized and infirm with age.
When it came time to open up, Joe sat silent, staring at the ground. You wouldn’t think it
would be all that difficult, in a safe location, quiet, Tortelli just sitting there, quietly, with a
yellow pad before him.
It was locked in his head, repeating like a broken record, as concrete as concrete, fixed,
firm, like a cornerstone, dedicated to the memory of the memory that never faded. He’d
told his story a multitude of times but to himself. It always came out the same. Except it
had no beginning because his end was his beginning, just as his beginning was his end.
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A cold coming we had of it. November. Sitting. Waiting. Waiting for the sun to
heat up. Waiting for orders. Waiting to be killed, or maimed, just damaged.
They’d heard the airstrike; saw the clouds of smoke rise. Orders would soon
follow. His Humvee always in sight. He was lucky. His was reinforced with armor.
Still didn’t stop an IED, but pretty good against small arms. Sarge gave the
command. Warm bodies suddenly squished together, wet palms gripping
weapons. I stare straight ahead. It was in a village just ten or twelve klicks away.
Aid the civilians, care for the wounded, bury the casualties, but hunt out the
enemy. I’d been there long enough to know that you never know who’s your
enemy or who’s your friend until the shooting separates both sides. I’m alive. I’m
scared. I can’t show it. But I’m alive as I’ve never been alive. I can hear my
breathing, my heartbeat. I spot the village. Smoke still rising. Off to the left is the
damage. Leveled. We’re out, heads spinning, looking, locating possible trouble
spots. Protect my buddies. They’ll protect me. We’ll eat tonight, either recounting
our stories, or silently remembering the dead. Sarge taps O’Connell, points right,
two o’clock. Off go ten. Sarge looks back at Russo, points left, ten o’clock, and
off go ten more, including me. We’re in front, Ralph and I and a third. I remember
his face, not his name. He gets it two weeks from that day. Mark, the squad
leader, splits us up into three groups. One fans off to the right, Ralph and I to the
left, Mark slows but continues forward. Mark spots a woman, lying in the rubble,
who cries out when she sees him. She’s covered in blood. He calls to the medic.
Because of the mission, we’ve got two extra medics along and three
ambulances. Ralph has no joke for his discovery, off to our right: body parts. I
see them too. No weapons. No combat gear. Bodies dressed up for a
celebration. I force myself not to get sick. Calls flying out everywhere. Medic!
Medic! Medic! Can’t forget where I am. I scan each building still standing, every
pile of rubble, they could be anywhere. I move forward, to the left. I see
something. Can’t make it out. No blood in sight. Probably a child’s doll, but it
grows in size as I approach. Can’t forget. I scan the site. They’re out there.
Dammit. They have to be out there. And then I look down at the body. A boy. A
child. Dead eyes looking up at the sky. Part of his face blown off. Part of his skull
missing. I stare.
“Akerman!
“Akerman, goddamit. I’ve been calling to you for ten fucking minutes. Akerman!”
and Sarge grabs my shoulder, pulling me away, as he spots it.
“Fuck. Oh . . . shit . . . fu . . . “ Sarge turns away, drops to his knees and is sick.
It was a fucking wedding party. A fucking celebration interrupted by the air force.
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And the face of that kid will never ever let me fucking sleep again.
Tortelli handed Joe a box of tissues. Didn’t say a word.
No one had ever asked Tortelli, “When will this stop?” They knew it would never stop.
They knew the horrors would live forever. But they didn’t know that things change, that
light begins to slip through the cracks.
Veterans know the two immovable truths to war.
1. People die.
2. You can’t change rule number one.
Never is a long time. Change doesn’t come easy. You talk it out, you realize you’re not
alone, and most of all, you realize your buddies, old and new, all need you now more
than ever. Burdens eventually lighten, breathing becomes deeper, there’s always a
medication, and your support team is there to pick you up when you stumble.
Vets learn that when they off themselves, they’re not hurting themselves, but everyone
around them. Their suffering ends as the suffering they’ve caused begins.
They learn to build a personal support team, keep them informed, never lose touch.
From years of experience, Tortelli knew that vets recovered better, the better their
support team.
It was a hard coming, climbing the craggy rocks of recovery, but Joe had made it into
the light, as difficult as it had been, failing and falling, and getting back up. You never
really forget, but it isn’t up in your face all the time. Days pass and then it smacks you
softly that you’re ready. You’ve got the tools to deal with it. And if necessary, reach out,
take a break, make love to your wife, go for a walk, take a drive celebrate your joy. It’s
still there, in the shadows, but it’s no longer blinding. You have a right to relax in the
embrace of your family; a right to be at peace.
And back in the present, the here and now where Joe eventually found himself; he sat
smiling, looking up at that big teddy bear of a therapist.
He was now a pro at this recovery stuff, or so he thought. Not long ago he’d almost hurt
Sheila in his sleep. He shot out of bed, terrified that he could ever do that, and terrified
he’d do it again. He started coming back more frequently and even asked for drugs one
time. They put him on Wellbutrin and Trazodone. A whole new world suddenly opened
up for him, lifting the darkness. He could read again. Feel again. Live again. But both he
and Sheila knew he’d eventually have to ween himself off the drugs. He knew he’d have
to find a better, more permanent path to healing. He and Sheila discussed this often,
and both held a close embrace of the Chinese proverb: “He who lives by medical
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prescriptions lives miserably.” In Sheila’s work, she’d seen it come true too often.
Medicine was great when you needed intervention, but to go on living, you had to find
and pursue your own path to healing.
Tortelli had learned early on in their meetings that Joe had a history in martial arts. Joe
had told him it had started as a kid. He was small and the only Jew in his class after his
family had moved down south. Learning of their need for a “country doctor,” his father
left the hospital he’d been at and packed up the family. It had been something he’d
wanted to do since finishing up his residency. Joe overheard his parents one evening
discussing his school. His father had said, “I’m sure many of the parents are in the
Klan.”
The kid had to defend himself, and so he started studying karate.
When their sessions started at the VA, Joe had just received his second degree black
belt and assisted the sensei at his dojo. Everyone at this particular dojo was a veteran,
a combat veteran. He, like the sensei, did not wear a black belt. Being combat veterans,
the only belt worn there were camouflage belts. To combat veterans, there is no belt
held higher in esteem than the camo. When newbies arrived, they were told to purchase
a white belt. If they were still in the dojo at the end of that year, and performing
satisfactorily, they were honored with a camo belt. The group became very tight.
Joe was the only one to attend an additional dojo, run by a master of arts so esoteric,
few of his buddies had ever heard of them.
Talk therapy is way down on the bottom rung of that ladder to healing, and Tortelli,
aware that every one of his patients is unique, had a mixed bag of tricks for each. After
getting a good sense of likes, dislikes, and most important, their needs, He’d reach in
his bag and pull that one special gift that would help lift his client to the next level. Those
gifts ranged from just walking fifteen minutes a day or a fifteen minute meditation, to
joining a health club, to EMDR, or Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing,
and EFT, or Emotional Freedom Techniques.
Sometimes his suggestions were as simple as deep breathing exercises, like the 4, 7, 8
technique, or, of course, biofeedback, which worked wonders for PTSD. Joe liked
meditating, once he discovered binaural beats. They allowed the individual to reach
levels that took masters nearly twenty years to reach. They’d also been proven
successful in studies on people with PTSD.
One time, with a really difficult case, he suggested taking up hunting. His client balked
at that. The idea of shooting some helpless animal nauseated him. The suggestion,
though, was quite intuitive. The vet suffered from guilt, a gut-grabbing pall of restriction.
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He hardly smiled. Hardly laughed. It would be a reach, but Tortelli had this in mind:
“Why not replace all those kills with good kills. Do you like wild game?”
“Was raised on venison and pheasant.”
“Then how about we try something. If you’re not open to it, tell me, but maybe we can
get past all the . . . stuff . . . you lived through, and replace bad memories with some
good ones?”
Tortelli knew this kid inside and out, so this wasn’t as crazy as it had first sounded to the
boy.
“I know someone you’ll like. He’s a Native American. A graduate of Ward B here.”
Everyone knew what Ward B was. The lockup. Drunks, disturbed, and looneys roamed
the halls in Ward B. And though the vets often made jokes about them, deep inside they
knew that these guys had seen and survived some really heavy shit.
“He’s quite spiritual,” Tortelli told him. “This should be a good experience for you.”
Tortelli knew he had gotten through to him by his slow relaxed opening up of his body
language.
“Here, I’ll write his number down. Bow season opens next week. Can you use a few
days away, living in a cabin and drinking water from a fresh stream?
“Boy could I,” was all he had to say, and months later appeared in Tortelli’s office a
changed man.
But most of the time, getting his veterans to try new things was like pulling teeth, as the
saying goes. These hyper-vigilant, over anxious, angry-at-everything powerhouses with
a factory setting of balls-to-the-walls just weren’t the type to go in for meditation or yoga.
You might as well try to get them into a ballet class.
Tortelli treated individuals, unique individuals, and though they had an awful lot in
common, Tortelli looked upon Joe as being a bit different from the most. He had a
feeling Joe might be open to trying Tai Chi, a martial art that has often been described
as “movement meditation” or the “gentle self-defense.”
Joe’s latest sensei had been a suggestion of Tortelli’s; a Nam vet who’d studied with the
Korean masters on his three tours. Joe had been blown away on their first meeting, as
the old guy demonstrated what his teaching was all about. Joe had never seen anything
like it. He watched him navigate an obstacle course, that he had Joe set up for him
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using bamboo poles. He navigated it blindfolded, feeling the energy of the bamboo as
he went.
But long before that would ever happen, Tortelli would have to move Joe along using
baby steps.
Considering where Joe was and what it would take to reach mastery in his art, he felt
sure it would be helpful to him to learn to slow down a bit. Joe’s engine idled way too
high like most of his clients, and he sensed Joe himself wanted more control over that.
Joe’s idiom was high energy expression, jumping, punching, kicking, and breaking
things with his feet and fists. But that’s how he got into the court system in the first
place. It was time to slow him down a bit and discover, at his core, who he was and
what he was truly capable of.
He would suggest a class in Tai Chi, the form that most vets thought looked like kabuki
dance performed by sissies.
Tortelli sensed the day had arrived to help Joe move up the ladder, when he came in for
an appointment looking uncommonly down. He’d been feeling lonely, with Sheila pulling
two shifts at the hospital, coming home just to eat, sleep, and shower.
“How would you like to learn to build your chi?”
“Huh?”
“You know. That energy you use from your gut to break things and, as you used to say,
‘Kick ass?’ I think I’ve found a class for you. Something to get to the heart of martial
arts; one that will teach you to slow down and feel the power, rather than toss it all
around the dojo. People tell me it really changes their practice. And their lives.”
Joe perked up a bit, but not all that much. He was listening.
Tortelli held up a gift card to Applebee’s. “If you stick to it for a year, just one year, and
you don’t feel you’ve gotten anything out of it, this is yours. Take the wife out for a night.
Deal?”
All the therapists at the VA were schooled in the ethics of giving or receiving gifts.
Clients were to never feel that they had to give him anything, but he’d helped so many
out and was so widely and utterly loved by them and their wives, that his office walls
held paintings, photographs, and carvings that they’d submitted to the VA art contest,
and just wanted their favorite psychologist to have, especially if he’d hang them along
with the ribbons they’d won.
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The gift card he’d held up had been actually a gift to him, though he often wondered on
occasion just how many times it had been previously gifted.
Joe took up Tortelli’s suggestion. What did he have to lose? Something else to occupy
his time while awaiting home life and his wife to return to normal. He really missed just
holding her while watching old, black and white movies.
But just two months into his Tai Chi and he was dying to tell Tortelli all about it. He held
back. He was going to have to hold it in till the year was up
Joe had very quickly caught onto this new art and Tortelli’s instincts had been faultless.
Tai Chi was both strangely subtle and yet just as strangely powerful. His martial arts
began to change, and everything began to coalesce; it all started to make sense. There
was a new and almost perfect energy he’d discovered and not only had it crept into his
martial arts, but into his daily life. It wasn’t long before he sought out a qigong instructor
who quickly took him under his wing. All his years of karate, jujitsu, kung fu, aikido, and
weaponry suddenly started to make more and more sense as he learned to master his
“chi.” The closest he’d ever gotten to this mastery was when he had studied aikido;
using the opponent’s energy against him. But this was entirely new and it affected, no,
inspired, his entire being. His sensitivity to energy became so acute that he and his
qigong master, Lyn, became quite the stars of their little circle, as they could both,
blindfolded, find an orange set somewhere on a table. However, it was only Lyn who
could, blindfolded, with all his students standing in a circle, find the lone student who
had hidden the orange on their person.
Joe even traveled with his master to meet other masters, like the 98 pound woman in
San Francisco who could attach her energy to the earth energy. Hulky weight lifters
could not lift her from her spot. Then there was the architect who piled brick upon brick
till they were just above waist high, and then he’d request someone from the audience
to mark an X with a magic marker on one of the middle bricks, below the top brick, so
that everyone could see the mark. Standing over the bricks, this architect drew in a
breath, and released it. He drew in another and released it. He drew in one more,
simultaneously raising his right hand in the air, and then, in what looked like a snake,
winding up to strike its prey, that fist whipped down onto the bricks smashing to pieces
only the brick that had been marked.
On Veterans Day, his wife (it was their date night) took him to the local Applebee’s
where vets always got a free meal on that day. They spotted Tortelli with his wife and
stopped by to say hi. Tortelli asked if they’d like to join them, but Joe said it was their
date night and they just wanted a nice quiet booth where they could neck, Sheila silently
shaking her head, rolling her eyes.
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“Remember that deal you made with me? that after a year if I didn’t get anything out of
Tai Chi, you’d give me and the wife that gift card?”
“I seem to recall something like that.”
“My meal tonight is on the house, and so is yours. It’s on me. Use that card. This is the
second time you’ve saved my life. Probably the greatest gift you’ve ever given me was
to tell me to take that class. It’s changed me—it’s chan—it’s just changed everything.
Even Sheila here’s noticed it.”
“Oh boy have I. You, sir, are my hero.”
“She makes sure I don’t miss any of my classes and now has me teaching it to
everyone in the neighborhood. She tells me I’m more grounded; more fun to be around;
more patient with her, with the kid, with life.”
Tortelli smiled broadly, and stood up, and pulled Joe into him giving him a great big bear
hug only a guy 6 foot 8, 340 pounds could give. All the vets knew that Tortelli gave great
hug.




“Okay, Joe, let me see that smile.” Then he handed Joe a mirror saying, “Here. Have a
look.”
“Nice work, Doc. You can’t even tell it’s fake.”
“Well, it’s just temporary, for looks. Don’t try to eat anything with it. Oh, and put it in your
pocket or somewhere on your person. You wouldn’t believe how many people come
back a week after getting one telling me that they were eating out and when the
waitress cleared the table they threw away their partial.”
“Just temporary?”
“Smile for me again. Yeah, too much gum. An implant won’t work in that spot. What I’m
thinking is a bridge.”
“Bridge?”
“Sure, a nice three tooth bridge right up front. But I won’t do it if you keep getting hit in
the face.”
The dentist saw the consternation come over his face.
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“I just can’t in good conscience make you something you’ll get knocked out.”
“How bout this, Doc? I’ll wear a full face mask when I spar.”
“Will anything ever touch your lips?”
“Only the wife.
“I can still get cold cocked by a solid punch or kick, but the teeth will be safe.”
Jodi at the day care center had something to do that evening, so he called her, telling
her about what time he’d be by to pick up Roddy, but was quickly informed that Sheila
had already gotten him.
That’s right. It was “date night.” At least he could show her his shiny new tooth.




“So which Marvel Comics superhero would you like to see tonight?” she called out while
reading her tablet.
“None!” Joe yelled back.
“Sorry, Dear. It’s either one of those or Mary Poppins Returns.”
“Motherfuckin—”
“Shhh! Roddy will hear you.”
“Mother loving duck hunters!” he exchanged. “I cannot take any more of that crapola.
Roddy’s got his superhero toys, and we’ve not even figured out where the hell —”
“Where the heck, Dear.”
“Where the heck he was even introduced to them.
“Remember the ‘good old days?’ Those early Star Trek reruns. They’d save a planet
here and there, a few lives, or just save Kirk or Spock? Now every freakin movie takes
millions of dollars of CGI with super-f…freakin heroes to save the planet or the universe
…every freakin movie. They’re not film. They’re crap served up to increase heart rates
and sell popcorn to assholes whose only exercise is hunting for the remote.”
“You almost liked The Hurt Locker.”
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“Cliché-ridden. And a bullshit story line. Giving it the academy award was an insult to
Iraq vets.”
“American Sniper wasn’t about a superhero. Just a hero.”
“Hurt Locker was the last. I don’t wanna see anything about Iraq out of Hollywood,
especially an anti-war movie. Remember that one, Das Boot? Now that was a movie.
That was an anti-war movie. That was fuc—freakin art!”
“Wait a minute. A friend told me about a film made locally. Right in the cities. The whole
cast, crew, everyone, right from here.”
“Find it. Even if it sucks we need to support the local arts. Besides, it might even have
actual acting in it. I’m so fucking tired—”
“—of swearing so that your child will hear it and pick it up.”
“Yes, ma’am. Sorry, ma’am.”
Sheila found the movie location and headed out the door for the babysitter just as the
doorbell rang. It was Curtis, the neighbor.
“Hi, Curtis, bye Curtis,” she sang out as she breezed past him.
Curtis tried to wave, but she was gone. He too simply loved her. If they needed
anything, Sheila was there for them, even sewing stiches into his arm that Christmas he
tried to open obstinate plastic packaging with a utility knife. After numbing up the wound
Sheila said, “You wouldn’t believe the number of people we get in the clinic this time of
year. Trying to open their presents. People have cuts bigger than this just from the
plastic alone.”
Curtis and Carla, his wife, often wondered about Joe and Sheila. They often talked
about how it looked as if they had some kind of perfect marriage. Not once had they
seen them get angry, or even in the summertime with everyone’s windows open, never
heard a voice raised in anger. They’d heard Joe a lot. He loved to just wail and laugh
and scream out obscenities, but only when Roddy was away. They always knew when
he was in the shower by his horrible singing. But they were, they admitted, jealous of
Sheila and Joe’s relationship.
Having come from a turbulent home, Joe was determined not to have that in his life.
Sheila’s early life had been middle class, and the only thing out of her father’s mouth
besides loving words was his wry sense of humor. Her mother was a disciplinarian, so
she tried to stay on her good side. What separated Sheila and Joe from other couples
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was how they went into their marriage with eyes wide open. They even attended a
couples counselor who had been impressed that they were there to talk about future
problems and the strategies to avoid them. They learned that if they were to argue,
they’d have to argue creatively. They had to focus on an outcome that would be
mutually acceptable. And there were rules for arguing that if one partner broke, the
argument was over, and they’d have to agree to take it up at another time. The rules
were pretty simple. No hitting below the belt, no bringing up past arguments, no
blaming, no shaming. And never argue about money. That was an easy one. They knew
that they would always have enough, even in the short times when they had little. Being
happy with what they did have was the secret. They had each other. And should
something unmentionable happen to either or both, they were fully insured, and the
other and Roddy would be cared for.
And no whining!
The counselor warned that the biggest problem they’d be facing was Joe’s PTSD,
replete with mood swings, depressions, tensions, but Sheila told her that she was
prepared for all that and it was just something that came with Joe. However, they had
not been prepared to raise a special child. They’d vowed to never let this come between
them. Roddy was their private project and they each were dedicated to working on this
project together, allowing each to use their own knowledge, talent, and skill sets to get
the job done. Joe was never reluctant to defer to Sheila.
But there was just one more secret their relationship held. A commitment to bask in
each other’s joy. Their first Christmas together had foreshadowed the path to their
future. They were dirt poor, but celebrated with gifts galore, spending more money on
wrapping supplies than on the presents. A jar of bubbles, with the wand inside, a tiny
100 piece puzzle, a bag of marvelous plastic rings so each morning he could ask her to
marry him again, bubble gum and tootsie rolls, a scone from his uncle’s bakery, and tiny
flying plates they tossed at each other.
Knowing enough’s enough is the purest gift of love any couple can share.
But Curtis hadn’t appeared at their door to inquire about their relationship.
Curtis closed their door behind him, and looked up seriously at Joe saying, “Shanice
was over there today.”
“Was she high?”
“I dunno, she didn’t look high, but when I started asking questions, she locked herself in
her room.”
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“So we’ve got ourselves a mole inside, but it won’t talk.”
“I want to kill that bastard.”
“Yeah, I hear ya. Wouldn’t want her go back there again, but if she does, grab her and
kiss her as soon as you see her. See if you can smell pot or alcohol. I’d hate to see
someone get busted for pot, but if it will help get something on him—”
“If she’s back there again, I’ll kill that motherfucker, I swear,” Curtis spat out just above a
whisper.
“I know. I know. But we’ve got to get something on him. His parties haven’t been loud.
He doesn’t have frequent “guests” popping in for a few seconds. We need something on
him besides the fact he’s big, mean, and ugly.”
With Curtis gone and the babysitter not yet here, Joe went to see Roddy. He stood in
the doorway watching his son, sitting on the floor rocking and coloring numbers onto
sheets of paper. Early on, they suspected issues with Roddy and he was quickly
diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. His fascination with numbers made both he
and Sheila suspect that he might have some savant skills with mathematics, but so far,
he just colored numbers. They did notice, however, that each number he wrote had its
own color. The number 1 was red, 2 orange, 3 yellow.
Just yesterday, he’d pulled out his legal pad to make a new budget now that Sheila had
gotten a raise at work. He’d written down his disability from the VA, his SSI, and
Sheila’s new numbers, put a line under them, and his phone rang. Roddy sat near him
watching. Joe got up and took the call outside. When he returned to the kitchen table,
he found his numbers:
3,377.13
1,175.00
4,544.16
And underneath Roddy had written: 92.6909 with his crayons. Joe laughed inwardly. So
a mathematical savant he isn’t. He just liked numbers.
He called out Roddy’s name softy. Roddy turned. No smile. He smiled only when in
pain, emotional or physical. He’d smile, then suddenly break into tears at times. As he
looked up at his papa, he didn’t smile, but he did jump to his feet and run at him. Joe
caught him and lifted him up hugging him as if he was the only huggable thing left on
the planet. And Roddy hugged him back just as powerfully. Roddy loved his papa. That
was a given. He loved his mama too, but it wasn’t the same, and Sheila, knowing a bit
more about autism than Joe, accepted that. They were good friends, but Sheila couldn’t
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touch Roddy without first warning him or he’d jump. He normally didn’t like being
touched at all, except by his papa. He’d get mad when Mama would take him by the
hand to walk. He showed his anger by rapidly squeezing her hand, pulsatingly.
Roddy didn’t talk much, but held a sizable vocabulary. At the dinner table they’d
mention things on the table and Roddy would point. He didn’t understand their clapping
at first, but after he got everything right, they’d all clap and he’d clap along, his eyes
looking brightly at his parents, but no smile.
Violet, their regular babysitter, had just graduated high school. Her little brother was
autistic. She was probably the best babysitter ever for their boy. She seemed to have a
magic finger. She’d hold it out to her side, and Roddy would grab onto it and they’d go
walking together.
When Sheila delivered her, Joe said at the front door, “So that’s why you had to be
picked up. What happened?”
“Sprained an ankle. Two weeks till I can put any weight on it. Aren’t these crutches
adorable,” she said sarcastically.
As they drove off, Violet and Roddy sat on the front steps below the porch light, waving
good bye.




Homeward, after sharing a fruit plate, some cheeses and wine, they discussed the
movie. It was pretty good for local stuff, and not like anything Hollywood would ever
make. Sheila chided Joe saying, “And you didn’t want to see a movie about
superheroes.”
“Yeah . . . weird, eh? All of em were heroes. Each one had their own battles, own
demons, and they were each fighting them alone . . . surrounded by family . . . but
alone.”
“And all their battles hinged on their mother,” Sheila broke in. “She was fighting the
supreme battle.” Not another word was needed. They’d both seen the movie. The
mother was fighting cancer.
“I think I saw you crying at one point.”
“Hell, I’ve had so much therapy I cry during Blazing Saddles,” Joe laughed.
The film was a nice change. It was a gentle, but firm whack upside the head.
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But it would be the call the next day from Kid Play that would really whack them both
upside the head . . . more than any movie.
Sheila had been put on nights, and wanted to rest that day, especially since she had a
class to attend before the rush to the hospital. The head nurse knew she was in school
so she was expected to be late at times.
After checking on Roddy, Joe watched as Sheila slipped into both her nighty and her
rant about hospital practices. Permanently incredulous about a system that put the
patients at risk, she went off about nurses’ schedules being changed so often that the
chances of them making mistakes and killing patients just skyrocketed—the phone
rang.
They both had cell phones, so when the landline rings if it’s not a spammer, it’s a call for
both of them. The caller ID said, Kid Play, and they braced themselves as Joe hit the
speaker button.
Jodi burst out immediately, “Boy! Do we have good news!”
They released a concerted sigh. Normally, with Roddy being Roddy, news from Kid Play
was never all that good.
They were so relieved they didn’t hear anything Jodi said at first.
“. . . you met her last week, Joe, when you dropped Roddy off. She’s an amazing
person and amazing with the kids, but what I didn’t know was she’s getting her Master’s
in Mathematics. Isn’t that crazy? A pretty girl like that getting a degree in Mathematics?
She called me over today to see some of Roddy’s drawings.”
“Numbers, I assume. Colored numbers?” Joe said into the phone.
“Yeah. Since he’d been coloring numbers all the time, Lisa went over and sat next to
him and just smiled and watched. Then she picked up a green crayon and wrote the
number one. Or was it a yellow? Anyway, he smiled at her, you know? that squinting
smile? and she knew she’d done something wrong, so she crossed it out and picked up
the red crayon this time. Roddy just kept on drawing. Then she started playing number
games with him, trying to learn more about his understanding of numbers and he
quickly joined in. Long story short, and here’s the shocker: He can add. Two, three, four,
five digit numbers! He knows about carrying digits and everything. He does it completely
in his head. But nobody noticed it till today when they were playing together, because
he writes out the answers backwards.”
“Backwards?” this time it was Sheila.
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“Well, from left to right. He knows the answer, and the first digit is the first digit and the
second is the second but he’s writing them left to right because, well, Lisa thought
maybe because how we read. We always read and point to the words as we read. And
we read to the kids from left to right.”
Joe jumped up, reached up to the top shelf in their closet, and grabbed his legal pad.
He looked at the number Roddy had written, and sure enough, it was the answer,
written left to right.
He quickly showed it to Sheila who said, “We have genius in the family.”
“Another,” Joe said, kissing her. “You’re my genius.”
Jodi told them that Lisa would be just delighted to work with him to find out the extent of
his mathematical talents, if they didn’t mind, of course; which they didn’t. And with her
mind off the subject of hospitals putting patients at risk by making nurses incompetent
with insane scheduling, Sheila was ready to nap so she could make it through the night
without killing anyone. Luckily there were no classes today.
Joe went into the kitchen, wrote some notes for his Tai Chi class, and then hopped on a
beanbag chair in the living room to meditate, while awaiting Violet, her parents dropping
her off this time. The weather would be clear, and the family’s timing precise. Joe had
heard someone spout the meme that time was invented so that everything wouldn’t
happen all at the same time, but that’s how things seemed to go in his household lately:
Jodi would show up with Roddy, just as Violet arrived, and Sheila blew out the front
door, waving to Joe’s students showing up. If Violet was late in arriving, there was
always Mrs Emerson, one of his students, who would watch Roddy and try to pay
attention to Joe’s instructions. But Violet had only been late twice. She knew about
Joe’s PTSD and that when someone is late, Joe immediately thought they were dead.
That’s the thing about PTSD from combat. You give out a call for help and it arrives, on
time. If they’re not on time, they’re dead. That’s combat. And what is learned in combat
is never unlearned. Sheila always called if she was going to be more than five minutes
late. And so did Violet, at least, now that she knew about Joe.
“So, how does it all feel?” he put out to the twelve students spaced out on his front lawn.
Smiles were the response.
“We seem to have gotten down the Yang Style. Anyone feel they’ve not gotten it all
down? Need more time? Anyone?”
Again the smiles as they all looked around at each other.
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“Good. So today we’re going to learn three more positions, favorites of mine that you
can incorporate on your way to the highest form of Tai Chi there is.”
That opened their eyes.
“Everyone move in a bit closer to each other, about three feet apart or so . . . but do it
with your eyes shut.”
The group began to gather and Joe said, “Stop. Open your eyes.”
He walked up nearer the group and said, “When you’re at home, do you practice?”
Some nodded.
“And do you have room to practice?”
“That’s the tough part,” he heard from the back of the pack.
“Yeah,” Joe agreed. “You have to move everything out of the way to make enough
room, right?” And they all nodded in agreement.
“Well, now I’m going to let you in on a very powerful secret.
“You’re in your living room, there’s a couch over there,” he pointed at a student, “And
kids lying on the carpet over there, watching TV, and the damn cat’s always in the way.
And the walls. You’d swear they getting closer and closer. Well, today you are going to
learn the first step to the highest form of Tai Chi.”
He paused and looked at their faces.
“You are going to create your own.
“You are going to move around the couch, dodge the kids, avoid the cat, even walk
upstairs while performing your own routine. Your own form, created spontaneously, to
suit your space.
“Because, let’s face it, in self-defense you don’t do a form; you do what’s necessary to
take down an adversary.”
He stepped into his cluster saying, “Nobody move. I’m going to work around you.
“Jim, you’re a hassock. Instead of stepping into you for a brush knee to the left, I make
only a quarter turn brush toward Lenny here, and now, spread my crane wings, and
step toward Marianne to play the lute; grasp the sparrow’s tail, turning just slightly to
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avoid, Harry. But now I’ve hit the couch. Linda, you’re the couch, so I’m going to repulse
monkey three steps to the rear, and now I can grasp the needle at the bottom of the
sea.”
“Do you all see what I’m getting at? The highest form of Tai Chi is your own form, and
you can even create your own movements, as long as you maintain your balance, your
posture, your footing, and keeping grounded
“And remember that you can always use cloud hand, both left and right to get
anywhere. You run into a situation where you can’t make any large move, and watch . .
. see? cloud hands to move slowly or quickly in any direction.
“So, as you can see, I’ve got nothing to teach you when it comes to your own form.
You’re on your own. I’m going to add a couple of pushes today, that I personally like,
and your job will be to go home and create your own form as you move around your
house, and, like I said, even up the stairs.
“And as long as I’ve brought it up again: self-defense. We are entering the last phase of
this class. Putting it all together and learning how each movement works in a real-life
situation. When you need them, these movements can save your life.”
“How does moving slower than a wounded sloth save my life?” Sammy in the back
piped up.
“Always a smart aleck in every class.
“Ok, watch.”
Joe bowed to the group, grounded himself with the commencing form and then started
into the yang form slowly, slowly, slowly, saying, “Now watch carefully.”
His brush knee brought his striking hand past Jim’s face with a snap, followed by
playing the lute, and into repulse monkey so quickly he was suddenly 12 feet away from
the group and instead of a gentle grasp of the sparrow’s tail, the group heard a snap,
followed by a flurry of waves and punches and close.
The group stood and stared. What usually took at least five minutes, Joe had performed
in under fifteen seconds.
“We study in slow motion for a reason. The body has memory. Our muscles have
memory. We focus on grounding and form and keeping our bodies as if dangling from a
string of pearls. With practice we learn to ground even more and the body’s memory is
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always there when you need it. You just have to learn how each movement is put into
the practice of self-defense.
“So, once again, qigong is to ground and build a flow of energy; it’s a healing energy we
pass throughout our bodies, and the movements are intended to work on our meridians.
Tai Chi is self-defense, but it must be practiced long and often so that the movements
become a part of our body’s memory.
“Jill? You’re pretty darn good at this. Everyone step aside and let Jill do her thing. I want
you to speed up your forms, oh, say four times faster. Can you do it?”
Jill was good. She’d come from a background of qigong and learned the movements
easily. The moment she finished the “commencement, she was off, and the group
marveled at the ballet. Joe knew she could do it. He was quite proud of her. His best
student ever. He didn’t need to say a word. When she was finished and walked back to
the group, she glanced over at Joe who smiled and bowed. That was all she needed in
the way of applause.
“Everyone back into position. We’re going to learn and practice three new pushes that
can come in handy. They’re great for clearing a space.
“And since we’re getting into the self-defense portion of our class, I have a question for
you all.
“Why do martial artists bow to each other before beginning?”
“Out of respect?” It was Mrs Emerson. Her first name was Sally, but she hated that
name. So everyone called her “Missus.”
“That’s what everyone would have you believe,” Joe responded.
“To be aware of your surroundings,” yelled out Sammy from the back.
“Someone’s been Googling,” Joe let out in a sing-song voice, and the group responded
with a collective laugh.
“Everyone, let’s all bow from the hip, and using your peripheral vision, take a look
behind you.”
When they were back fully upright, they all had a look of knowing something new on
their faces.
“Before you get into a fight, know where everything and everyone is. The secret to selfdefense is technique, practice, awareness. First you learn techniques, and they will only
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be honed through practice. Then comes awareness, and when you are fully aware of
everything around you, you control the situation.
“Now here is a very important point about control: the best way to take control is to
make the other person think he’s in control. And I say ‘he’ because I’ve never heard of a
rapist or mugger being a woman. I’m sure exceptions exist, but for now, we’re going to
always take on a man. And you’re going to kick his ass. Got that?”
As the group finished up practice on the first additional push Joe had taught them,
Shanice came out of the front door of the home to Joe’s left as he faced his group. She
just strolled straight over to Joe and went behind him on her way home next door on
Joe’s right. She didn’t even look up at him.
Then out stepped Hector, his keys clinking loudly as he locked his front door, came
down his steps, and headed to his BMW parked on the street.
“Hey!” Joe called out to him. “You know she’s just fifteen years old, right?”
Without even a turn of his head, Hector’s right hand came up in a one finger salute that
he held high until he stepped off the curb, coming around the front of his car, unlocking
it with his fob. He drove off.
The group, having stopped, looked up at Joe. He asked if they all had it down, and
nobody spoke up, so he told them to practice it at home, but first he wanted to teach
them an entirely new move, called “Returning the Salute.”
An hour or so later it was going on 8:00 and the sun would be setting soon. It had been
a long session, and he could feel that they’d had enough. They were restless and
starting to chatter. He never sent them away without praise and a bit of guidance,
followed by a mention of what they’ll do at their next meeting, all of which he was just
about to do when the BMW pulled into its parking spot. The group quickly settled down
and began a quick commencement followed by a full 180 degree left turn toward the
street. Then bringing their right foot forward raising right hand upward to the sky, they
initiated a slow downward, circular swing as their left arm extended the elbow toward
the curb. The right hand came up under the left forehand as their left foot slowly
dragged back behind them, their bodies turning slowly away from the road, right hand
producing the middle finger, and in that position, right hand under forearm, and
returning the salute, they followed Hector from his car, up his sidewalk, and up his stairs
to his front door. He’d glared at them all along his walk, but now refused to look back as
he unlocked his door and closed it behind him.
Class was over.
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When Sheila worked nights, it was usually from 9 to 6, arriving home around 6:30,
depending on traffic. They knew when Roddy was up by the flush of his toilet. Sheila
had potty trained him. Joe knew that had he done the potty training, the house would be
covered in papers, and with poor little Roddy in overflowing diapers hanging down to his
knees. Joe let Sheila take command of Roddy’s rearing from the start, but he always
helped out.
He changed his diapers, fed him, rocked him, and even walked nights with him on his
shoulder, performing the old colic bounce. He was a pretty good dad, but when it came
to rearing, that was all Sheila’s command. She’d read volumes. Next to her side of the
bed was a little library of child rearing books, but her research didn’t stop there. She
spent hours talking to fellow nurses, parents with special children, and supplemented all
that with the internet. Joe loved Sheila’s depth, adroitness, and perseverance. No
matter the subject, when it came into their lives, Sheila was on it. He loved her mind. He
knew she was smarter than he was, and he loved her for that, without a thought of ever
competing with her in that respect. He knew he didn’t have a chance, and he knew that
she too had helped save his life when it had needed saving, and it was because she
was smarter than him that she’d done that so well.




He DVRd last night’s news for her. When she worked nights, they both lay in bed
watching the news until they heard Roddy’s toilet flush. Then Joe got up to fix him
breakfast and then maybe off to day care or maybe they’d play and work together. Day
care was always there when he needed to work on a project or hit the VA. Sometimes,
they never finished the news. Sometimes they kissed, hugged, and made love. But a
commercial came on, and Sheila suddenly lit up, eyes open; angrily spit out a mean but
whispered, “Fucking Nexium!”
He loved the way she cursed. It was always low enough so that Roddy couldn’t hear,
but fierce enough to rattle his bones.
“You know what’s wrong with modern medicine?” Again, a whisper, but one that tangibly
grabbed at him.
He lay back. Class was starting, and he had a front row seat.
Sheila, having slipped into a robe, lay down beside him, staring at the TV screen and
gesticulating at it with a free hand. “You have a pain. You take a pill. And the pain is
gone.
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“That’s what’s wrong with medicine! You don’t do anything to fix the problem; you just
remove the pain. Do you know how many people die yearly because we’ve treated only
symptoms? Sure, turn off your stomach acid and everything will be fine. Do these
people know that you need stomach acid to digest your food? And most, hell, some
90% and upwards, never even get a diagnosis. Most acid indigestion is caused by a
lack of acid, not by too much. Did his doctor test for too much acid? Even antacids will
sooth stomach problems caused by too little acid. Pepto Bismol, hell, it just numbs
everything. These people are undiagnosed, and taking a drug that might eventually kill
them. Get this, these are called PPIs; proton pump inhibitors. And we’ve been told for
years that they’re perfectly safe. But they’re a goddamn drug. And drugs have side
effects. First off, there’s the nutritional cost of drugs, of all drugs. They all deplete
nutrition in some way. These things deplete magnesium. Fantastic. That can lead to
cardiovascular problems. And what about kidney disease? They’ve just discovered that
PPIs can lead to a fifty percent higher risk of chronic kidney disease. Chronic kidney
disease. That means eventual dialysis and even a kidney transplant. And if they take
them twice daily, those risks are even greater. Jesus Christ, get a diagnosis. Find out
the cause. We live in a toxic swamp; we’ve all got food sensitivities. Find out if you’re
sensitive to something, or even allergic. How about trying some aloe vera extract, or
probiotics? Try eating at different times of the day, sleeping in a different position, or
even see a chiropractor. You wouldn’t believe how many people with indigestion have
been relieved by a simple chiropractic adjustment. But noooooo, take this crap and eat
that crap and you’ll be smiling all the way to the mortuary.”
Joe rolled over and took her by the back of her head, pulling her face to his and kissed
her repeatedly, telling her, “I want to make love to that beautiful brain of yours.”
Her rant was finished; the TV now silent; she kissed him back, and held him close,
slowly falling asleep to the rhythm of his breathing. She was exhausted.




“Are you ready, Big Guy?”
Roddy turned his head and stared up at his papa. Joe had heard the toilet flush 20
minutes earlier. It usually took him just under fifteen minutes to dress. The kid is
organized, he admitted to himself looking around the room.
Sheila used to set things out and keep everything organized, but over the past year,
Roddy started doing it himself. And his clothing was all organic cotton. Early on they
realized that Roddy was ultrasensitive to his clothing. Even his earliest wool mittens had
caused him to cry out. Sheila quickly went to work researching this problem and found it
very common in autistic kids. She started buying samples of fabrics and testing them on
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Roddy after his baths. They learned that he hated nylon, was okay with cotton, but not a
cotton mix, and simply adored silk. Joe had said, “The kid’s got expensive taste. Let’s
get him a fur coat for Christmas.”
They kept his door shut, there was still that peephole, and Joe had hung bells above the
door they’d hear if Roddy opened it. But Roddy had his routine. Potty, dress, and then
sit in the middle of his room playing quietly, sometimes just rocking, but mostly coloring
with his crayons.
His notepads and crayons were always within reach. A ream of drawing paper sat on a
shelf. He was a good boy and Joe, though saddened by his not being normal, never
regretted their bringing him into their lives. Sheila was the expert. They’d all get through
the little hurdles life had laid out. And some of Roddy’s quirks were just so adorable.
Like the look on his face now. Roddy often just stared at his papa, and he could hold
that stare for hours, it seemed, if Joe didn’t say anything. Joe had learned to just stare
back, lovingly, always asking himself, “I wonder what’s going on behind those eyes,”
especially now that they’d discovered his prowess for numbers.
“Who are we taking with us today?” Joe finally asked. Roddy had his tiny duffel bag in
his hand and his tiny superheroes stood before him on the floor out in front of him; a
perfect semicircle.
Violet, his babysitter, had made the duffel bag for him. It was the same color as Papa’s.
She’d drawn RODDY in bold black letters on its side, both back and front. Its drawstring
was a long loop that Roddy could put over his head.
Roddy grabbed up one, put it into his bag, and slung the bag around his neck. It was
Aquaman. At the door he took Papa’s hand and they both turned and headed for Kid
Play. Joe had appointments and a group at the VA. Sheila would sleep. All is well.




Joe liked to work outside with his hands. He didn’t own a snow blower, a leaf blower, or
a fishline weed trimmer. He trimmed the grass along his walkway with simple sheers.
He suddenly heard and felt someone behind him and said, while still working away, “Is
that you, Curtis?”
“You always do that.”
“I think it’s a sixth sense you pick up in combat. You here to help me?”
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“I’d love to, but first I’d like you to help me beat our new neighbor into a bleeding bag of
shit.”
“Professor, das not cool,” Joe said rising to his feet, “You gonna make da neighborhood
think you some kinda angry negro.” They hugged each other. Joe had found himself
hugging everyone. Sheila thought it was from his successful sessions at the VA. Joe
just liked it.
“Okay,” Joe said, “Before we grab our shovels and start digging this asshole a grave,
mind if I ask you a question . . . kinda personal?”
“As long as we save a few bones for my pup.”
“Is it racist to ask you about the Black Panther, or if you’ve seen it . . . or if we have to
see it to be good neighbors.”
Curtis just started laughing softly as he looked away.
“Okay okay okay okay . . . .” Joe shrugged.
“No, it’s not. I’ll tell you what’s racist. My department head asking me if I’d like to teach
Ebonics.”
“No shit.”
“I spent six years studying language and philology and the development of the English
language from Indo European to whatever the hell it is y’all speak in the back hills of
Kentucky, and then spent four more years working on a PhD with only a nod to black
literature, where they forced me to call it African-American Literature, oh how I hate that
word. We don’t say Irish America or Italian American, but African American as if all
black people just arrived from Africa. Hell, my family was here before your family was,
except we didn’t come voluntarily. I really had to hold myself back. I wanted to look that
motherfucker in the face and say, ‘Oh, massuh, I’d loves to teach that there Ebonics to
alls yo lil chillin, but I don’t have me a fuckin clue what dat dare is.’”
“I’m amazed they even asked.”
“Me too. You know how sensitive everyone is now after we got our token black
president, and suddenly we’re all supposed to be happy that a tsunami of racism is
flooding the country along with the simultaneous return of political correctness. One
colleague told me that all I had to do was whisper ‘racism,’ and I’d get my full
professorship, promoted to the head of the department, and have the next building
named after me.”
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“So you’ve never been to Wakanda.”
“Go see it. Don’t go see it. It’s all bullshit in the end. Ya see, Joe, you’ll never walk in my
shoes no matter how many black superhero movies they make. I love our little safe
neighborhood, but there are still places in this town where you can go but I can’t.
“Life for a black man in this country cannot be understood unless you’re a black man,
and every time we make an advancement, it’s just another illustration of how racism has
been institutionalized. Black Panther was introduced in 1966, but when did you hear
about him? See? Ya know which movie probably did more for our advancement than
any superhero movie? The Matrix. Neo finds the underground movement that’s been
rumored about for years, and he finally meets Morpheus. Morpheus is the leader of this
small band of resistance. He’s a black man. A black man and a leader.
“Once you can accept that little twist, it doesn’t matter what color ‘the one’ is; we’re all
just cogs, but there’s a black leader. It’s as if everything is normal. Did it faze you that
Morpheus was black?”
“I didn’t notice. I just saw Laurence Fishburne playing a great part.”
“That’s the difference between you and them. A lot of people saw he was black and
that’s what stood out for them. There will always be racism. We are all racists inside. It’s
a matter of degree, and learning to live with it, acknowledging it, and then trying not to
let it make our decisions for us.”
“Well, now that we’ve come together on this, should we go mess that motherfucker up?”
“I can’t get a word out of my daughter. It’s like she’s not even part of our family. I see
her at meals, some meals, but she doesn’t speak, she doesn’t participate. She’s got her
own room, her own toilet, and somehow she’s got money, I dunno. Maybe she’s getting
it from her mom.”
“Is she using? anything?”
“Carla’s been in her room,” he said referring to his wife. “I won’t go in there, but during
the day, Carla takes some time to clean and snoop. She’s not found any paraphernalia,
matches or anything. She tells me she even smells Shanice’s clothing before washing.
Nothing so far. Just her attitude. She’s our first teenager. I mean, to get that kind of
attitude when I was young, we had to smoke a lot of pot.
“You know the old joke?”
Joe’s eyebrows rose.
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“‘The wife and have decided not to have any children. The kids are taking pretty hard.’”
Joe laughed inwardly, but then, “Ya think Hector’s grooming her for something? or has
done something already?”
“For his sake, I sure the hell hope not. But yesterday, you saw her, she wouldn’t make
eye contact when she came home, went right up to her room and Carla tried to have a
conversation with her through her locked door, but . . . I give up.”
“So is he feeding her drugs? Meth? Coke? X?”
“Carla thinks so, but it’s just hard to tell. Her attitude could just be her age.”
“Should we bring in the cops?”
“Can’t we just kill him? The neighbors won’t snitch.”
“The cops could give your girl some simple drug tests. I’m sure they’d send a matron
over. Or we could bring her to a lab that takes urine and hair samples.”
“No matter what we do, she’ll probably just drift further and further from the family. We
could push her and lose her, or do nothing and just watch her drop out.”
“How about we get someone to intervene next time she’s over there? I can keep an eye
on her. Carla can keep an eye on her. She still doing part time at the co-op?”
“Yeah, mostly mornings, about four hours when they call her in.”
“Whoever is here, whoever sees her leave the place, get in touch with one of the three
of us and make the call. We can get a drug dog into that house and a matron in to see
Shanice.”
“What if Shanice won’t let the cops into her room? She’s not committed a crime. They
can’t break the door down.”
“She’s a minor. You just have to say the word, and they’ll toss her butt and her door in
juvie.”
Hearing a car at the curb, they realized how long they’d been out there as Jodi stepped
around to the back door and let Roddy out who ran as fast as he could to his papa.
Joe swept him up into his arms and squeezed and squeezed. Roddy didn’t want to let
go. He too squeezed his papa. Jodi approached the group saying, “I’ve got some
paperwork here, Joe. A release for our trip to the zoo. Need both your signatures.
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Without letting up on his hugging his Roddy, Joe replied, “But I’ve only got one
signature.”
Roddy was always the last to leave Kid Play, unless Joe had picked him up early. His
house was on Jodi’s way home, and she didn’t mind. Joe and Sheila always rewarded
her well for the little extras she supplied.
“Just make sure Sheila signs them too. You do know she helped to arrange this trip,
right?”
He did not. He didn’t even know that five daycare centers had gotten together, hired a
school bus and got a third of the mothers to volunteer to be counselors on the outing.
Sheila was just so efficient; she must have finished her part quickly and then back to her
routine, forgetting even to tell Joe about it.
“Any new signs of genius from my little boy today?” Turning to Curtis, “The kid’s a math
wiz.”
“Nope. Not a one. Although he really likes fish sticks.”
“That could be because Sheila won’t serve them at home.”
“I didn’t know that,” Jodi was taken aback. “Should we stop giving them—“
“Don’t worry. You’re allowed to feed him anything as long as it’s food. At home, Sheila is
a bit more particular. We realize we can’t protect him from the world.”
Sheila had spent weeks helping Jodi with menus right after they’d enrolled Roddy. The
kids today have so many food sensitivities, it’s hard to feed them anything without one
of them going into anaphylactic shock. She found them a source of gluten-free bread,
peanut free nut butter, though some kids just had any-nut allergies. There was regular
milk, almond milk, rice milk, and some even preferred coconut milk. She’d even found
them a service that delivered reverse osmosis water weekly.
Kissing Roddy on his forehead, he looked into those profound and mysterious eyes and
asked, “So, what did Aquaman do today? Did you put him by the fish tank?”
It was strange that he’d grabbed only one superhero, but strange behavior in this house
wasn’t really all that strange. Then it hit him. Fish sticks.
Jodi was about to step off the curb to get into her car when Joe yelled out: “Did you tell
the kids there’d be fish sticks today?”
“What?”
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“You know…or did you just tell Roddy.”
“I don’t think I told anyone. We post the week’s menu on the bulletin board for the
parents to read. That’s about it.”
“Just wondering,” he added. Then he called out, “So he really likes fish sticks.”
“He really likes his fish sticks,” she called back, waved, and hopped into her VW Beetle.
It was an original, probably 30 years old. An uncle in California had treated it like a Rolls
Royce, and when he died, he had passed it on to his favorite niece because he knew
she’d take good care of it. He listened to her bug putter off down the street.
“So, Aquaman, eh?”
Roddy parroted back, “Aquaman.”
Their dinner was ready as they entered the kitchen. Joe showed Sheila Roddy’s latest
artwork, but she just took a quick glance. She was on a tight schedule.
“You know something? Joe said with a mouthful of asparagus.
Sheila looked up.
“I think our little boy can read.”
“They’re not taught reading.”
“I know. Do you remember that time we sat in on one of their story times? How Jodi
read the words while showing them the pages. How she pointed at the words?”
“Uhuh.”
“And I do the same thing when I read to him at night. I think he might be picking up on
the words. Word recognition.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. I’m going to do some experiments with him tonight.”
“Sure, Dr Frankenstein. Do you think there’ll be enough lightning?”
“It’s alive! It’s alive!”
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The old Frankenstein series was a favorite of theirs. Especially the Bride of
Frankenstein, where at the end they’d spotted Dr Frankenstein still in the collapsing
castle right after he’d already left.
At meals they’d repeat lines like, “Drink goooood,” and “Chile Rellenos Hotdish
goooood!” Roddy’s eyes opened wide when they’d do that, with almost the hint of a
smile on his lips.
“Just don’t get carried away. Try to remember he’s a tiny human.”
“How can I forget? I can take him!
“But really, I wanna try something.”
Finishing up, her dish in the sink, Sheila kissed them both. She had a class in cardiac
care and then her night shift. She grabbed her books, then her keys (they were right
where she always put them, unlike Joe who took fifteen to twenty minutes to find his)
and she was off.
Joe grabbed some paper and crayons for Roddy and then finished up the dishes. He
sat down next to the boy to admire his artwork. It looked like he’d drawn a house with a
big, orange sun in the background. And, as usual, there were tiny colored numbers
scattered in the sky.
“You really like your numbers.”
Roddy held up his red crayon.
“Yes, you are number one when it comes to numbers.”
Roddy pointed to his red number one in the top left corner of his drawing.
“I see. So that’s your signature now, eh?”
Under the orange sun, was an orange number two. The sides of the house were dark
blue, where he’d drawn a six. The roof was brown, but didn’t have a number. The green
grass had four drawn over it.
“Yup, four is green.” His coloring numbers fascinated Joe, but no one could figure out
his choice of colors, though his digits were always the same colors.
He was just about to put the drawing away when Roddy lifted has arm from the paper
and Joe spotted the number 13 in the bottom right hand corner. The one was red and
the three was yellow.
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“Well, my big man, what’s that thirteen for?”
Roddy looked at him like he was an idiot.
Joe too often felt he like an idiot around Roddy, but then Roddy passed his hand over
all his numbers.
Joe was lost. He looked at the numbers, then at Roddy, and then suddenly decided to
add them up: 1 + 2 + 6 + 4.
Holy accountancy, Batman. The kid is a genius. His numbers added up to thirteen, and
this time he’d drawn it out correctly, from left to right.
“We celebrate breakthroughs in this house, big fella. I’ll text your mama to bring home
some gelato, how’s that?”
“Good.”
“And this little masterpiece has earned a spot on the fridge,” he said as he recalled a
comedian who told about a children’s art exhibit he’d gone to where all the pictures
were hung on refrigerators.
Joe got out a thick ream of paper and a thick black felt marker, and then went into the
kitchen drawers, pulling out some utensils.
“Wanna play a little game?”
He loved Papa’s games. He shook his head, yes.
“Okay, you sit right there and I’ll sit here.”
Joe laid a spoon, a fork, and a knife in front of Roddy.
Holding a sheet of paper, he said, “Here’s how we play. I’m going to write on these and
then we’re going to point.”
Now we don’t want to waste a lot of paper, so here. He handed him a child’s scissors
telling him to cut the paper in half across the middle, “Like this.”
Roddy’s turn. He cut, and cut, and cut then laid both sheets on top of each other. He
looked at the two sheets picked up the bigger one and started to trim it.
“Woah!” Joe took the half sheet from Roddy and placed it on top of the other one
saying, “Sorry, Charlie. No OCD in this family!” He liked that phrase, “Sorry, Charlie,”
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and used it often. Sheila had asked him about it, and all he could say was that his
mother had used it all the time. In fact, at one point as a youngster, he thought his name
must really be Charlie, but soon figured out that when he was doing something bad he
was Charlie. When he did something good, he was Yoseph.
Roddy looked at him out of the corner of his eye, and Joe winked back.
“Now cut me two more.
“Two more.
“Now two more.
“Okay. That’s enough for now.”
“I’m writing a word.” He wrote out the word, “SPOON” and set it before the child.
“I get to do the first one, okay?”
He hovered his head over the three utensils, rocking his head back and forth and slowly
getting closer and closer to Roddy’s face, he brushed his hair teasingly over Roddy’s
nose.
Roddy pushed him away with a sound.
“Laugh? Did I just hear my big boy laugh?”
“You funny.”
“That’s why your mother married me, you know. Though funny in her mind means
something really different.
“Now where were we? Oh, that’s right, I’m supposed to point.”
Joe slid his index finger over the word, and then held it up in the air for a moment, and
quickly dropped, pointing at the spoon.
“That’s it. Spoon!”
Now it’s your turn.
He grabbed a slip of paper and wrote FORK.
Laying it in front of Roddy, he said, “Now you point.”
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Roddy looked at him, then down at the utensils, and pointed.
He pointed at the fork.
“Okay, now for the hard one.” He wrote out the word KNIFE.
“Your turn; point.”
Roddy pointed at the knife.
This time he wrote out in small letters, “fork.”
Roddy pointed at the fork.
Joe reached into his top pocket and pulled out his tiny bag of gold stars.
“The kid gets a gold star! Where do you want it?”
Roddy pointed to his forehead.
“Then the forehead it is!”
“Now cut me up some more sheets. Can you do that?”
Roddy went to work and Joe got up to go to the cupboards. He came back with a small
plate, a cup, and an egg beater, saying to himself, “Why do we even have one of these?
Sheila uses a whisk. What are we doing with this? Was it a wedding present?”
He was pretty sure Roddy didn’t know what an egg beater was and had probably never
seen it written out, but this was an experiment. He might have seen the word egg, but
how could he possibly associate an egg with this obsolete tool?
Roddy quickly pointed to the cup and the plate. But when he wrote the word EGG
BEATER on the sheet, Roddy’s look changed slightly.
When Joe laid the paper on the table, Roddy quickly pointed at the egg beater.
“Another gold star! And where do we want this one?”
Roddy pointed to his nose.
“On the nose is it because you got the answer on the nose.”
The kid is no dummy. He had realized that the only thing left was the damn egg beater.
That’s at least Sesame Street level logic.
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“Do we have enough paper? Okay so what’s next?” He was running out of things the
boy might have seen in his daycare or their evening reading.
This time he came back with a pencil, a small pan, and a cork screw. He was pretty
sure Roddy’d never seen the phrase “cork screw.”
Roddy picked out the pencil and the pan right way. But this time, on the piece of paper,
Joe wrote “GOODIDOO.”
When he laid it out in front of Roddy and he immediately pointed at the cork screw.
Joe grinned, and said, “That’s not a goodidoo! I fooled you!
Roddy grinned, his eyes welling up with tears.
Joe screwed his face up saying, “I was just foolin. Can’t I fool you once in a while?” He
wasn’t getting any change in Roddy’s expression, so he fell on the floor, rolling around,
pretending to weep saying, “It was just a joke! Can’t Papa joke with his big boy? I’m so
sorry. I’m bad bad bad,” and quickly popped up in Roddy’s face saying, “Papa needs a
spanking!”
Spanking was not a word used in the house very often, if ever. They’d both agreed that
it would never be used. Sheila had brought the subject up while pregnant. Joe listened,
and learned. He’d been beaten by his old man, with a belt, a hand, and sometimes with
anything in reach that could be thrown at him. At twelve, his dad had punched him in the
jaw, knocking him down. His father—the doctor. He knew Sheila would raise their boy
right.
But somehow, Roddy had learned somewhere what a spanking was.
One night at dinner, Roddy decided it was time to turn over his glass of Almond Milk,
right there at the table and look up to see their response.
Sheila took over. She turned to Roddy, looking him directly and said, “Our boy has done
a very bad thing,” and paused to get his reaction. “When little boys do bad things, it’s
time for them to learn a lesson.” Again she watched his expression. Roddy sat fixated
on her face. “What do you say, Papa? Does our little boy need to be punished?”
“I’ll say. Roddy did a very bad thing.”
They never said that he was bad, because little boys are never bad. They just do bad
things now and then.
“What do you think is the appropriate punishment, Papa?”
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It was the usual of course. Roddy was sent to his room where he would close his door
to emphasize his exile, and he was not to play with any of his superheroes or his
crayons.
Joe had installed a peep hole on Roddy’s door so they could discreetly watch over their
little boy, and learn more about him without his knowledge, but sometimes, it was as if
he and Joe shared the same “awareness” gene, because Sheila often intimated that
she felt the kid knew when she was up there watching him.
As soon as they were sure he was nestled in his room, they both started giggling and
headed upstairs as silently as possible. Sheila looked in and quickly turned wide eyed to
Joe pointing at the peephole. Joe took a look and nearly burst out laughing. Roddy sat
on his bed, his butt in the air, and spanked himself. And each spank produced a jerk
and a short cry. Yes, autistic kids are easily overstimulated, and here he was spanking
himself and taking it.
Sheila took another peek and turned away, leaning up against the wall hardly containing
her laughter, but whispering to Joe, “We really shouldn’t laugh!”
At the table, Joe still wondering what kind of spanking Roddy had in store for him,
watched Roddy’s face return to normal as he reached in to hug his Papa. He took the
gold star off his nose and placed it on Joe’s nose.
Their game was over.
“Fish sticks, eh?” Joe thought. Roddy’d seen both of those words separately. He knew
he was having some kind of fish. The kid was smart. Still had and will probably always
have his issues. But the kid was definitely smart. “Takes after his mum,” Joe thought to
himself.
He looked into his little boy’s bright eyes, reached out to hold that pretty face, and was
smacked hard by the memory. He quickly scooped up Roddy in his arms, afraid to let
him see his tears. That face. That small boy. A fucking wedding party.
Roddy began to squirm, “Hurt, Papa. Hurt.”
Joe couldn’t hear him, he heard nothing but the wails of the survivors.
Roddy finally pulled his ear, “Hurt!”
Joe returned from his nightmare, looked his precious little boy in the face, laying kisses
over it, repeatedly, Roddy still squirming.
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Joe thought of Sheila. She’d tell him to put the kid down! And he did, wiping his eyes,
and following Roddy up to his room to get ready for bed.




Joe and Sheila had met in college. She was finishing up her BS while he was there on
the GI Bill thinking it was all BS. Sheila was there with friends, friends who thought she
needed a night out, and away from Jeff. They’d been seeing each other, Jeff and
Sheila, for some three years, and they’d had some problems. Jeff had already
graduated and was in law school. He’d make a brilliant lawyer someday, but he had
some anger issues, and when he got angry, he drank. He wasn’t an alcoholic. He didn’t
hide his drinking; his roommates would have known. He didn’t drink all the time; was a
social drinker, but when he got angry, he self-medicated with beer and shots of tequila.
He’d never hit Sheila, but she intimated to her friends that she was afraid he might. He
was a solid sort, the kind of husband who would furnish her with an upper middle class
lifestyle filled with expensive appliances and kitchen gadgets, and a few luxuries. The
standard American dream.
But her friends were worried, and thought she could use some time away.
One of her friends spotted Joe and called him over, saying, “I want you to meet
someone,” and said to Sheila, “This is Howie,” as she shoved him forward, and then ran
off with the other two to get some beers from the keg.
Joe looked off after them, and turning back to Sheila saw that she was on the tail end of
looking him down then up.
“Well, now I’m embarrassed,” she paused looking up at the ceiling. “But I should tell you
that the last man I looked at today was a cadaver.”
“You’re cute.”
“So I’m told.
“So, Howie. What’s a nice guy like you doing at a trashy party like this?”
“I’m actually Joe.”
“So, Actually Joe, what’s a nice guy like you etcetera etcetera etcetera?”
“No clue. Maybe to meet the love of my life.”
“Seen any good prospects?”
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“I dunno. She’s going to have to like anchovies.”
“I’m pretty sure you can’t base a relationship on a mutual love of anchovies.”
“And sushi.”
“Well, now you’re talkin. Have you ever heard of green sushi?”
“I know the seaweed is green.”
She laughed, “They don’t serve any endangered fish. Like the Bluefin Tuna. Are you
environmentally responsible?”
“I recycle everything but my underwear.”
“Then you’re a real man. It’s my understanding men wear their undies till they
disintegrate.”
The others were back with beers, and Sheila pointed out that the young man next to her
was actually Joe.
“Yeah, that’s right. Joe. What did I say?”
“You said you might have had too much to drink and will need to be escorted back to
the dorm.”
“Yeah, he’s over there. The tall one with the beard. I love beards,” and waved good bye
grabbing the others with her.
Sheila leaned up against the wall whimsically saying, “I think we’ve lost our
chaperones.”
“Is that a bad thing?”
“Depends. Are you trustworthy, Actually Joe?”
“I’m not a Boy Scout.”
“But you are a veteran.”
“And how would you know that?”
“Your back is up against the wall, and your eyes keep darting about the room, even
when we’re talking.”
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“Oh.”
“It’s ok. Wanna check me for IEDs?”
“You’re really something.”
“I was never nothing. What’s your major?”
“I’ve had three so far. I just don’t know what I wanna be when I grow up.”
“Most men never do grow up, but you’ve already got the look of an older man. War does
that to people.”
“And you? What’s keeping your interests at this university?”
“I’m in nursing, with a minor in nutrition.”
“Ahh, so you’re familiar with PTSD?”
“My first psych class had something like a thousand students in the lecture hall, so I
opted to take it independent study, and that was my focus since there seems to be a lot
of it going around lately. Suicides among vets is shockingly shameful. If you send
someone off to war, you’re supposed to care for them when they get back, and
apparently they keep cutting funding to the VA.”
“It took me a while to finally admit I’d had a problem, but those group talk sessions—
they drive me up a wall.”
“Yeah. Ironically, they’ve found that PTSD symptoms increase when around others who
have it. Best to get one on one sessions with a psychologist.”
“I’ve just started.”
“Are they helping?”
“Well, I have a saying. ‘I’ll do anything it takes to keep off that water tower with an AK.’”
Sheila had to turn and cover her face to keep from spewing her beer.
“Sorry,” he said.
“You need to do some stand-up, Actually Joe. I bet you’d actually be good at it.”
“Gallows humor. Lots of it in combat. Sometimes I just knew the Taliban could hear us
all laughing, scared out of our minds.”
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“Look at me.”
He did.
“Are you okay? Tell me the darkest truth.”
“I’m getting there. I get bored easily. So I keep busy. I need to change my major again.
Philosophy. I’ve gone from existential ennui to nihilistic suicidal ennui. What’s the use?
Why am I here? And can you really ever find a good parking spot on campus?”
“What do you like? I mean what really turns your crank?”
“Reading. I picked it up in Iraq. Wasn’t much of a student in high school. Hated most of
my classes. I was good in math, lousy in languages, and I despised English. The only
required reading I really liked was Catcher in the Rye, but it was difficult because the
lingo is so outdated. But we got shipments of paperbacks in Iraq, and one day I picked
up Something Wicked This Way Comes, by Bradbury and I was hooked. Then I
discovered Vonnegut and I was hooked.”
“Perhaps Literature is the major for you.”
“I was in that when I started out. Blew it. I guess it was Ulysses by Joyce that did it. I
must have been the only one in that class who couldn’t make heads or tails of it.
Everyone else seemed to flourish. I was just lost. But I pulled off a B minus because of
the essay tests. I’ve learned to bullshit with the best of em.”
“You’re not the only one. I read the first chapter and realized it wasn’t for me. Even his
short stories require a degree in Irish History to get through.”
“I like you . . . ah.”
“She didn’t introduce us properly. I’m Sheila.”
“And apparently I’m Actually Joe.”
“So are we going out for sushi?”
“Ahhh.”
“We’ll go Dutch.”
“I’ll drive.”
And that’s how it all started.
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Their book that night was There’s a Nightmare in My Closet. It was one of Roddy’s
favorites. He just loved the part when the boy in the story admits he was even afraid to
peek, because as he held the book, Papa would hide behind it and slowly pop his head
up, his eyes wide.
“You funny.”
“Well, at least smile when you say that, Pardner.”
Very frustrating to Joe that his boy never smiled and he had to keep reminding himself
that Roddy was just not like others.
Sheila worked with people not like others. She oftentimes got stuck working the mental
ward. She was the first to tell him that the problem with being close to someone with a
mental illness is wishing or even expecting them to act normal. When she knew she’d
be working in the mental ward, she’d always have to prepare for it by repeating over
and over in her head, “They have a mental illness. They have a mental illness.”
Often she and Joe would fall asleep in each other’s arms talking about their frustrations
raising Roddy, how every minor sign of growth was always followed by a slip back into
his closed world of silence and lack of expression. Even the recent discoveries of
Roddy’s hidden talents, though amazing, did nothing to blow away the thick miasma of
doubt and difficulty; a bitter pill they swallowed every night. But come morning, they
would throw open the curtains and begin again. They had a special child and he needed
special parents. Sheila once told him she’d heard that there are two very important days
in your life. The day you’re born and the day you find out why. The only problem, Joe
admitted, was that second day. It went on forever.
They had both known that bringing a child into the world would clog their carefree life,
and that it would be a challenge, but this? Sheila laughed once during their planning
phase, about a line she’d heard about wondering whether to get a puppy or have a
baby. Did they want to ruin the carpet or their lives?
Roddy’s arrival was the greatest joy they’d experienced together. Joe had enjoyed her
pregnancy a lot more than she had. He’d laugh cleaning up the spot on the kitchen floor
where she’d peed herself when the baby kicked. Discovering Roddy was special
buffeted them both for a time, but Sheila took the reins, and Joe went out looking for
books on the subject of raising an autistic child. They knew they could do this. It would
be hard, frustrating, seemingly impossible at times, but it never entered their sphere of
consciousness that it might tear them apart, as it had done to other couples. Like the
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day they decided to marry, they were determined to make it through the latter part of
“for better or worse” because that’s exactly what life was all about. Besides, they had
made a pact, a very simple pact based upon their intense understanding that they could
do anything they set out to do. Life was a challenge fettered with obstacles, sure, but
each had demonstrated that nothing stood in their way whether alone or together when
they kept their eye on the goal and firm in their desire.
They had a lock on together. When a speed bump approached, they locked minds in
sync and thrived. If one faltered and fell, the other’s devotion hoisted them back on their
feet. But of course, none of that would occur without first the slings and arrows and
bumps and bruises of the formidable rollercoaster start to their relationship.
Their sushi date ended with a drive to the country to see where Joe had grown up. The
city was encroaching, but for now, it was fields, and horses, and cows, and farmland.
They stopped, got out of the car, and looked up at the stars, no longer hidden by the
smog of city lights. Joe pointed out the Pleiades, telling her how when they appeared on
the horizon in ancient times it was harvest time. He then pointed out Perseus, using a
laser light attached to his keychain.
“See how it curves down and points to the Pleiades? And those two curved lines there,”
he said drawing in the sky with his pointer, “That’s Andromeda.
“Do you know their story?”
“Uh-uh.”
“Well, Cassiopeia, that big W there, do you see it? She was Andromeda’s mother, and
she boasted that she was the prettiest thing in the world, or something like that. So the
gods got angry, they hate hubris, you know, and sent a sea monster of sorts. Gorgon?
Kracken? I can’t remember, but their country was attacked by this monster and so they
tied Andromeda to a rock, to sacrifice her to the gods, sort of an appetizer for this
monster. Well, Perseus, who knew a hottie when he saw one; I guess he was flying by
on Pegasus one day, and he stopped in and asked the king; I can’t remember his name,
if he could have his daughter’s hand in marriage. The king agreed, but told him there
might be a slight problem. That she was about to be devoured by this sea monster. Oh,
see that big square up there? That’s Pegasus. And those two arms coming off, that’s
Andromeda. Hey, let me show you the farthest thing away that you can see with the
naked eye?”
“Sure, but what happened to Andromeda?”
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“Just a sec. This is cool. You see the left corner of the big square, that bright star?
There are the two arms coming off to the left? Go to the second star on the bottom arm,
and right above it is another star. Now above that, almost equidistant from star below, is
an even dimmer star. Just above that, and slightly to the left, you’ll see a haze. It’s best
if you don’t look directly at it. Look just off to the side, you’ll see a haze oblong thingy.”
“I see it. And yeah, it’s easier to see if you look off to the side.”
“Do you remember your anatomy class? The anatomy of the eyeball? Rods and
cones?”
“Yeah, cones are for color, right?”
“See? you remember. Well, when you look directly at things, the light is hitting your
cones. In the dark, we can’t perceive color. So you have to look slightly away so you’re
using your rods.”
“That makes sense.”
“And that big fuzzy thing is the Andromeda galaxy. In fact, there are actually two
galaxies very close to each other, relatively speaking. And Andromeda is so big, that if it
turned over just three, or maybe four, times, it would collide with our galaxy. We’ll have
to bring binoculars next time.”
There was no response. Sheila just stared up into the sky. There might just be a next
time.
“Okay, back to the story. So Perseus, the hero that he was, slew the monster and took
Andromeda back home to be his queen.
“Cepheus, that’s the name.”
“Who?”
“Andromeda’s old man.
“And, get this, Perseus was an oddball among the Greek heroes,” he paused.
“Why is that?”
“He was faithful to his queen the rest of his life.”
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She put her arm around his waist. He slipped his arm around her and kissed her cheek.
She rested her head on his shoulder, still looking up to the sky. The scent of her hair
dazzled him.
She turned and kissed him.
It tasted better than sushi.
“We’d better get you back to the dorm.” He went around behind the car. They both
stopped, and looked at each other over the top of the car. Their eyes began to widen.
Ten seconds passed, and they both grabbed at the backdoor handles, hopped in, and
quickly it was buttons, zippers, and straps as they grabbed at each other’s clothing, and
then a quick pause as she reached up front to her purse, and he into his pocket and,
voila, condoms.
“I see you like my brand.”




Roddy already fast asleep, Joe lay in bed reminiscing about that first date, suddenly
realizing he had a hard-on. She was still the best thing that had ever happened to him.
But it hadn’t been easy. She’d had this Jeff in her life. He remembered back to the
trouble he’d caused. The anger, disappointment, the acrimony. He’d never forget the
time he met him, when face to face Jeff spouted, “I know karate!”
“Yeah, I know a few Japanese words too.”
Joe and Sheila saw each other as often as they could, which wasn’t all that often. The
cloud of Jeff hung over their relationship, following them everywhere. Hours on the
phone were spent with him listening to Jeff this and Jeff that and finally, just before
Christmas, she decided to end it.
“He’s my man, I guess,” she had told him in the parking lot of her dorm. It hit him like a
kick to the groin, especially coming so soon after their picnic. Their picnic in the snow.
Joe kept busy with his school work. He drove a delivery truck for an uncle who ran a
deli/bakery. The goyim kept the old guy busy and rich over the Christmas holidays. He’d
spend Christmas day with them and his mother at a Chinese restaurant, of course, the
only restaurants open on Christmas. Christmas Eve he bartended at the Jewish
Community Center where they held their annual, “The Night Everything is Closed
Dance.” Lots of young ladies there to dance and flirt with. But inside he was dead. The
lights of the season, decorations, each house competing with the next for the highest
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electric bill. Pingponging inside his sconce, never letting up, was the constant thought
that Christmas was a time of joy and wonder, families and friends, but most saliently the
suicides. People loved committing suicide during Christmas.
On his phone he had grouped veterans from the VA and from his unit. They all agreed
to call each other, make sure they were all okay, staying sober, and not cleaning their
guns.
This Christmas though, two had offed themselves. One within hours of talking to Joe
about the crappy Christmas he was having with the wife demanding that some
expensive purse had better be under that damn tree pretty soon.
Joe went to the funeral. Everyone cried. Big, tough men; men who’d seen it all, just
cried like the children they’d seen after a bombing, roaming the streets hopelessly . . .
crying.
Sheila had called to make sure he was alright, but not often. The New Year approached
like a black horse, decorated with silent sleigh bells. He’d get through it. If only to show
her he could.
Even though each day dragged on, Valentine’s day was soon at his doorstep, and he’d
be busy delivering cakes and muffins decorated with hearts. He had to see her. He just
had to see her.
He had an idea. He called her and asked if she’d meet him in the parking lot of her
dorm.
She agreed. He said, “How about 6:30 or 7 tomorrow morning?” She figured he must be
off work that morning. No deliveries. It was Saturday, his Sabbath. They’d given him the
entire weekend off. Another cousin needed some spending money, and she’d put in a
couple of days.
Suddenly she was at his open window.
“So, how’s my handsome guy?”
“Alive . . . apparently.”
She patted him on the arm and then went around, hopping in.
Small talk. Just small talk. Until finally Joe asked if she’d like to go for a ride.
Yes, she did.
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He was waiting for Jeff to pop into the conversation, but so far, no Jeff. She was excited
to be graduating soon. She’d get her BA and RN and finally a paycheck she could show
off to her parents. They’d paid a lot for her degrees, and seeing that check would be
their reward. Parents are like that. They don’t want you to pay them back. They just
want to know their years of parenting and all the hard work that went into it paid off.
Then someday, they’d love to hear the pitter pat of little dividends running about the
house.
As the sun began to rise, rosy fingered dawn, Sheila looked in the backseat and said,
“What’s all this?”
“Breakfast. Or lunch. Take a look.”
“Oh my God. Look at all that sugar.”
One of the benefits of working at a bakery is all the pastries you get to take home.
“Bran muffins?”
“Pineapple bran muffins.”
“You really know the way to a co-ed’s heart.”
“I was pretty sure you weren’t about to eat that heart shaped cake, but what’s
Valentine’s day without heart shaped food?”
He thought she’d bring up Jeff about then and where he took her on their day of love.
“I might take a bite or two. We had a saying in nutrition school, ‘It’s not what you eat on
Saturday night that counts. It’s what you eat all week.”’
“Then save some for tonight.”
Again, no response. Just “mmmmms.”
“Your uncle is a genius. These are the best. Believe me. I love bran muffins. Especially
the sticky ones. Oh, you brought napkins.”
“And those moist towelettes.”
“I love the scenery. Almost spring. Look at all the geese.”
“I love road trips.”
“So do I.”
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He wondered if Jeff took her on road trips. But no mention of Jeff so far. He breathed
freer.
“Do you know where we are?” she said scanning the countryside.
“Approximately.”
“Can we stop for a cup of coffee?”
“There’s a thermos in the backseat.”
“You thought of everything.”
“And then some.”
“I love the names of the towns around here. We must be in Wisconsin. Muscoda. Great
name. Oh, and Mazomanie, just 7 more miles to Mazomanie.”
“Do you recognize the name Spring Green?”
“Right here? Nope.”
“The home of Frank Lloyd Wright. Ever been to the House on the Rock?”
“Nope.”
“Well, then that’s going to have to be another road trip.”
“One at a time, Big Boy,” she said patting his leg.
“I went to a wedding around here, somewhere.”
“I love weddings. Well, I love champagne. Real champagne.”
“There was a lot of champagne. It was at a nude beach.”
“They have nude beaches in Wisconsin?”
“They did for that wedding.”
“Oh my God. Madison up ahead. I have a friend goes to school there. They serve beer
at the student union.”
“I rolled a joint at the student union.”
“Oh, that’s right. You’re a recovering bad boy.”
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“Yeah . . . that stuff burns my throat now. And I won’t do it alone. I get thoughts.”
“Ideations?”
“I’ll smoke only at parties.”
“Good. You keep those thoughts at bay.”
“How about stopping for a beer and a burger? Cheese burger, of course. It’s
Wisconsin.”
“Might as well. Obviously I’m on holiday.”
“Couldn’t imagine a better companion.”
“Neither could I,” she said squeezing the top of his leg.
He breathed in deeply feeling the warmth.
“In the mood for a micro brew?”
“Of course. You can get Miller Lite anywhere. They probably serve that crap on Jupiter.”
“How about that place there?”
“One Barrel Brewing Company? Sounds good.”
He hadn’t really noticed before, but Sheila was quite a little schmoozer. The people
around them were all joining in the conversation, asking questions, pointing out places
of interest, but it was the bartender who really fawned over her. Funny how men think
they have a chance just because a woman smiles at them. But Sheila was all over the
place, examining the menu, asking about the brewery. When she asked the bartender,
Bobo was his name, which beer was the best in the place, he offered, “Why not order a
flight. You get to try all 12.” And so they did, both choosing the cream stout.
While sipping their beers, Joe leaned over, asking, “Is a mutual love of beer a decent
foundation for a relationship?”
“Did I tell you I just love anchovies?”
He loved her giggle.
Funny how delightful she was with people and his not noticing it before. But then, he’d
been vividly focused on her when they were going out, most of the time oblivious to
even the surrounding chatter.
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“That was wonderful. Thank you thank you thank you.”
He just looked over at her and smiled.
Both sat quietly digesting for a while, when Sheila perked up, “So, where to next?”
He sang the first two words thusly, “Da da da, da da da,” then adding, “that toddlin'
town, that toddlin' town.”
“I’ve never been to Chicago!”
“It’s one of my favorite cities. The architecture is so varied that once you’ve been there,
you know where you are just by looking around. Just very unique architecture. The
Tribune Building, Sears Tower, but they changed the name. Will always be the Sears
Tower to me, and Aqua, you gotta see that. And then there’s the Water Tower. They
say it’s the only building to survive the great fire, but I think someone’s foolin.”
“Goodie!”
“Then there’s the sculpture. That huge Picasso and a Miro, and you can actually walk
up to them and touch them without some security guard chasing you off. There’s a
miniature of the Picasso at the Minneapolis Institute of Art. I love to just stare at it.”
The sun was low in the sky as they entered the city. “You just look. I’ll drive.”
The traffic was thick, or “trafficulty,” as Sheila referred to it, but they were not in any
hurry. They must have driven around for an hour, Joe pointing out the buildings.
“We can’t leave without seeing the art museum. Some great works there.”
At the southern border of the city, they turned back and drove slowly along Lake
Michigan into the ritzy part of town where townhomes went for millions, when they saw
it, at the same time.
“Raw bar!” they sang out in together.
“There’ll be a 20 minute wait for a table.”
“We don’t need no stinkin table,” Joe replied and Sheila giggled.
“We’re bar folk.”
“Then it’s right that way.”
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Their bar tender/server fell in love with both of them. They ordered raw oysters and
clams and a short bottle of real champagne.
Sheila tried the first oyster. She chewed it. Joe was happy to see she chewed it. Most
people swallowed them whole and where was the fun in that?
The next two oysters they fed to each other at the same time, and then licked each
other’s lips.
“Oh my God these clams are to die for!” Sheila said with a mouthful.
“Here. On the house,” their bartender placed two bowls in front of them.
They were stunned.
“It’s a specialty of the house.”
“Oh my God.”
“It’s called—”
“Don’t tell us. We’ll probably never see it again in our lifetime. We don’t want to know
what we’re going to miss out on once we leave.”
“That’s tellin him!” Sheila added.
“Thank you so much,” she told the bartender reaching over to pat his hand.
It was dark. It was brown. It was thick. And it tasted like nothing they’d ever
experienced, chock full of various sea trinkets.
“Order us a shrimp cocktail,” Sheila told Joe is a half whisper.
“I already did.”
“Hmm, maybe that’s where I heard it. I thought I was just thinking out loud.”
They kissed. They laughed. Everyone around them knew they were in love. The
bartender had never had a better night. Scrumptious was the night. Lovely food, lovely
drink, and just plain old fashioned love.
When they were done kissing, Joe leaned over the bar and said, “You don’t make a nice
coffee drink, do you?”
“We make the best. It’s called a Fuzzy Ricardo.”
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“You can’t fool me,” Sheila piped up. “It’s a Fuzzy Dick and just my first of the night!”
She grabbed Joe by the collar, pulled his face up to hers and said, “You better believe
it, Big Boy,” and plastered a tongue laden kiss in his mouth.
Sheila started reaching into her purse, and Joe quickly put his hand over hers.
“It’s on me, everything. I’ve saved up for this night. For about two months.”
The bill came to just under a hundred and fifty dollars. Joe pulled out two hundred dollar
bills and said, “Keep the change. You’ve made our New Year special.”
“That’s some tip,” Sheila said into his ear.
“Hey, this is Chi-Town. And when you come here, you’re automatically a Sicilian. Ain’t
that right?” he said to the bartender.
“Scommetti!”
“See? I got me a goombah right her. Right paisan?” he said reaching out to shake his
hand.
“And there’s one thing you gotta know about we Sicilians: We’re famous tippers. Hell,
we tip cops.”
She nearly fell of her bar stool, and Joe quickly grabbed her and kissed her long and
hard.
Looking back at their bartender, he said, “My man, you’ve given us the best night of our
lives.”
“And it ain’t over yet,” she sang softly.
“Addio, replied the bartender. “E una lunga vita!”




“Hey, over here!”
“Where?”
“Over here?”
Where the fuck is over here? Muck. Thick wet muck. Each step a challenge, just lifting
his heavy boots. “Where?” he called out.
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“Over here!”
He ignored the explosions off in the distance, but were they getting closer?
He felt for his ammo. Two belts filled with cayenne peppers hung down crossing his
chest. “Good,” he thought, “Enough.”
“Where are you?”
“Over here!”
Sludge, trudge, and sludge.
“Over here.”
“Here.”
“Here, Joe.
“I’m right here, Joe.”
His body quaked. His eyes fluttered.
“Yoseph? I’m right here, Joe. You’re having a dream, Baby.”
Focusing he began to calm down. He smiled, mostly out of embarrassment. But that
beautiful woman’s eyes looked back, lovingly, and he finally pulled himself out of his
dream as she stroked his face.
“I guess I overslept. Where’s—“
“I checked in on him. He’s fine. Sitting with his superheroes.”
Joe started to turn over, and then felt his erection.
“Oh,” he said, “I’ve got an oneiric boneiric.”
“What?”
“Did I ever tell you that that’s the most often used word during combat?”
“Oneiric?”
“No, ‘what.’ Everyone’s scrambling about. Orders being shouted out and everyone’s
screaming, ‘What?’ ‘What?’ ‘What?’”
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“And oneiric?”
“Dunno where that came from. Probably from our reading session last night.”
Sheila screwed up her face and stared.
“Roddy’s bored with all his books, so I thought I’d introduce him to Nabokov.”
Laughing lightly she repeated, “Nabokov?”
“Lolita, and other things. Damn Russian novelists. He had one hell of a vocabulary, but I
think his translator should be taken out and shot.”
“You think everyone should be taken out and shot.”
“It’s good to kill an admiral from time to time. Encourages the others.”
She kissed him again, lightly, on his forehead while delicately lifting the gold star from
his pillow case.
“This must be yours.”
“He can read! He recognizes the words.”
He told her all about their experiments, gesticulating, his eyes dancing brightly, of
course, and added they needed some gelato tonight.
“It’s in the freezer. You texted me. I expected a party tonight, so I we’ll have some
steamed broccoli and I thought we’d do a big salad and garlic chicken.”
Cooking together was their shared joy. They liked experimenting, buying exotic spices,
and trying new dishes. But Roddy was always in the back of their minds. If something
they made was a bit too exotic for the boy, Sheila always had a substitution ready for
him. But they made sure that he always tried something new, that he at least tried a few
spoonfuls. They were not about to raise a finicky eater.
It was Friday, no classes tonight for Sheila, and her last night shift, for the time being.
On Monday she’d start a day shift. Joe had his Saturday Tai Chi class, which started at
noon, and he’d spend the morning at his dojo working out while Sheila puttered about
forcing herself to get back to her day schedule. She’d nap just for a bit today but not
long, just to make sure she slept all that night.
“Oh, Jodi left me a text that they want Roddy at day care today. Lisa’s coming in and
she wants to work some more with him.”
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“I’ve got to meet this Lisa gal. We can discuss abstract mathematical concepts.”
“I’m sure she doesn’t have a portable blackboard she carries around.”
“Who knows? Besides, she can always use Roddy’s crayons. I just have to make sure
she knows Roddy is red.”
“Red?”
“Yup. Our little boy is number one.”
“Your little girl is exhausted. Can you—“
“You bet, Mama. I’ll feed him and get him ready. You nap. You’ll need your energy.”
“Sure . . . huh?”
“Sex! Tonight’s the night!”
“You’d better bring me roses.”
“And truffles filled with brandy!”
Joe was easily the only person in the county who owned and used a push mower. He
loved being outside, smelling the scent of cut grass without the noxious odor of
gasoline. It was a great workout and it gave him time to think.
Sights and scents gave him a warm rush of nostalgia. He often referred to objects as
histories, and to scents as memories. On his keychain was attached his first, informal
education. It was the key to his bike, long gone now. It also held his laser pointer, the
key to his first connection to Sheila. The daises in their back yard, now faded, were also
a connection to Sheila. He’d never smelled one. Everyone said they smelled funny. Not
like other flowers. The first time he sniffed one his memory shot back to the first time
they’d made love. That daisy held Sheila’s hidden scent.
The aroma of the verdant grass that morning reminded him, curiously, of his freshman
year. He didn’t know why. And flashing back to his college days always reminded him of
his meeting Sheila, how scintillating her eyes glowed when she spoke, and the exact
same modifier applied irresistibly to their frequent confabs. He reveled in the depth he
discovered in their quiet words, whispered so closely they could feel each other’s breath
brush their faces.
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“Over there. Modigliani!”
He took her hand lightly as if leading her in a waltz, over to the painting.
“I love this guy,” he said. His manner is totally unique.
“The eyes,” she said looking up.
“Yeah, neato. No pupils.”
“Yet, the faces are so expressive.”
“He said something like, ‘When I know your soul, I’ll paint your eyes.”
“How do you pronounce his name?”
“Mo-dil-yani. Most people pronounce the ‘g,’ but not me. I asked the curator at a
museum how to pronounce it. An Italian friend told me once that the g in the middle of a
syllable isn’t hard. Lamborghini has the g at the beginning of the syllable, so it’s a hard
g.”
“He appears to have lived a hard life,” Sheila added.
“Wow. You see that in his painting.”
“Yes. The elongated face. The stretching out of her body. It’s very sad.”
He kissed her neck and whispered, “You’re a fucking genius.”
She took his hand and returned his kiss.
“He was a drunk. Didn’t earn a dime painting, I think. Died young. Tuberculosis or
something like that. Very tortured life. His friends called him Modi.”
“Now that’s funny.”
“Huh?”
“Modi . . . in French, I think it means curse.”
“French, eh? Do you still speak it?”
“Un peu.
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“I took it in high school. My parents wanted me to study at the Sorbonne. We went there
after high school, but I didn’t like France. And it didn’t like me. Such snobbery. Always
looking down at you when you’re trying your damndest to speak their language . . . as
best as you can. At least in Germany they’ll help you. My father spoke a little German.
We had a ball there. He was constantly tripping over his tongue, and the people were
great. They’d always take time to help him out. That’s where I got my taste for beer. I
had no idea it could be so wonderful. I think I might have tasted beer once before
arriving in Germany, but everyone was happy and joyful and they love their beer.”
“Motherwell! There.”
“How do you know all these artists? You never told me you studied art.”
“I’m a bit of an autodidactic.”
She stared at him.
“Self-taught. Though I did finally take a formal class. But in art, class never ends.”
“You amaze me at times.”
“Funny, that’s exactly what I was thinking about you.”
Sheila had no idea she’d get a guided tour of the Chicago Art Institute, but there she
was, suddenly regaled with sparkling details about the paintings and the painters. At
Monet’s haystacks, he told her how the critics complained that his work was falling
apart, lacked solidity, and so he decided to give them some, “with his haystacks.” And at
the Renoir piece he pointed out Renoir’s switch to solid figures, showing her the
differences from his other pieces. She learned that the entire Impressionist movement
had been criticized the same, that their work lacked a certain density, all air and fluff
without a foundation.
While he spoke, fixed on the painting, she slowly slipped gracefully behind him with
proctoscopic poise, lightly skimming her thumbnail across his bum.
He melted, his legs suddenly heavy with quadriplegic earthiness.
He whispered to her, “I can’t move.”
“Then perhaps this kiss will wake my prince.”
It did. She was magic.
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At Seurat’s Sunday Afternoon they just had to take a seat. He told her about Seurat’s
theories and how it had taken him two years to paint the thing. How he used bright
colors, claiming that his dots would make even brighter colors than brush strokes ever
could, and upswinging lines would bring happiness to his paintings, like big broad
smiles.
And how he never sold a painting during his lifetime, even though his Sunday Afternoon
was considered one of the most revolutionary and pivotal works of his time.
Over a Chicago pizza and two dark beers came their delicious debriefing; Sheila lightly
touching him while he went on and on: “Now Motherwell I don’t understand. I guess I
just don’t understand abstract expressionism, but I like it. Big bold and in your face kind
of stuff. But Kandinsky, the true pioneer of abstract art, I don’t get him either, but I love
his stuff.”
“Where did you learn all this?”
“The same place I learned the stars. On a motorcycle.”
“That must have been one heck of a ride.”
“Well, when Uncle Sam finally let me go, I’d saved up a ton of money, and I really
thought about school, but I wasn’t ready. I’d been away so long I wanted to see America
before I settled down. And scholarship didn’t really appeal to me. Not then.”
“I can understand that. But why art and astronomy?”
“Well.”
He took a bite, a look of sheer gastronomic joy lighting up his face. “I didn’t really know
what I wanted to be when I grew up.”
“And you still don’t.”
“We didn’t see any Dali, did we. Salvador Dali. He’s fuckin nuts, but fun. I’ve read
something by him, autobiography or something about the smartest man in the universe .
. . something like that. He had this gastric cosmogony. He felt that the goal of mankind
was to eat everything. And look at us. I want to eat you for dessert.”
She kissed him. They both tasted like anchovies and olives.
“So, English Lit?” she finally asked.
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“English Lit. Yeah. I wanted to read things that I’d never get introduced to outside of the
university, but . . . did you know we had classes on TV while in Iraq? I watched a few
lectures in English Lit, but the raging sophistry interspersed with shards of eclecticism
and allusions, all these fucking allusions to things I’ve never read . . .”
He wanted to tell her that he just wasn’t ready for pedagogic thugs or the ghoulish
gratuity of dug up dead poets driving down bibliographic superhighways . . . but felt he’d
come off sounding like a pompous ass, and so he took a sip of beer, and said simply, “It
just wasn’t my thing.” He’d save up his carefully constructed phraseologies for later.
After he was sure he couldn’t scare her off.
“I wanna hear about your trip.”
“Oh, it was a trip, alright.”
They were silent, enjoying the odors of beer and bar, until he finally said, “I wanted to go
south from Minnesota, it was September. I thought I’d better head south. Visit places I’d
been to as a kid, see New Orleans for the first time, eat a rattle snake steak in Texas,
do the Carlsbad Caverns, find some deserts and mountains to meander through. Ever
heard of the American Sahara? It’s near Yuma. Drink tequila, drop some mescaline,
smoke some pot, and eventually land in California. I had an uncle who lived in Anaheim
who said he’d put me up for a while. I could even get a job there. And then in the spring,
I’d head to Alaska.
“That was my goal. Alaska. I have a cousin up there who fishes. Drinks and fishes.
Quite a dangerous life, but hell. I survived Iraq and Afghanistan. Working on a fishing
boat would be a breeze.”
“So what happened?”
“Yeah, you guessed it. The cousin died, probably too drunk or too stupid, his boat never
returned.
“But you see, really I wanted to learn something. I knew nuttin about nuttin and I wanted
to learn something, so I figured, on this trip I would study art and astronomy. I’d sleep
out under the stars at night, and during the day I’d visit art museums, and libraries . . . to
find out what the hell I was looking at the night before. I’ll never forget the night I saw
Scorpio. Up here we don’t really get to see it. It’s on the horizon. But in Texas, I woke
up one night and there it was, taking up the entire sky above me. I knew it had to be a
constellation. It’s was magnificent. An uncle on my father’s side lived in Phoenix, and he
gave me a book of the constellations, and though I’d memorize a shitload of them, that
little book was a treasure. Had to be fifty years old, but it held little tidbits of information
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that I’ll remember as long as I live, like the Coma Berenices; if the moon could pass
over it, it would cover over a thousand galaxies. Can’t see em with the naked eye, but
dammit. They’re there! And Cancer, on a clear night you can see the beehive cluster.”
“And then there were the art museums. I’d printed out addresses and plotted them on a
map. Didn’t have a smart phone. Just a dumb one. But I visited some of the neatest
museums in the country. Denver, Houston, and Phoenix. My God, Phoenix. I fell in love
with this painting. It might have been from the Rococo period, dunno. The woman in it
had this soft, voluptuous tummy. When I was staying with my uncle, I’d go there almost
every day just to look at her tummy.”
“You do spend a lot of time touching my tummy.”
“Wanna hear a secret?
“I think of that painting every time I see your tummy.”
“So now you’re in California. Did you get a job?”
“Well, you see, I’d been to all these art museums, and it was time to put it all together,
so I signed up at a junior college in Fullerton. My uncle wrote out a big lie on his
stationary that I’d been staying with him for over a year, so it was a lot cheaper. He got
me a job driving cabs in Anaheim, and that was the start of my formal education. My
first semester I took a humanities class—didn’t even know what that was at first—a
modern lit class, history, but the main reason I was there was to learn about all the art
I’d seen. I just had to take an art class, but there was only one left, which was neoclassism to modern or something like that, and it was in that class where I learned that
on my trip from art museum to art museum, I’d fallen in love with the impressionists. I
had no idea there were “schools” of art or periods. I even approached the prof during
the first weeks of the class, telling him I wanted to do some sort of extra credit work, and
could I choose my own subject? Oh, and Paul Klee. Loved his stuff, and he wasn’t even
related to the impressionists, but his paintings were so childlike and colorful and so
delicately simple. Just loved his work. Discovered him on my bike; that’s who I focused
on for my paper.”
“Did you ever make it to Alaska?”
“Nope. Fell in love in Anaheim. Met her on a beach. She was reading Stranger in a
Strange Land, eating crackers and port wine cheese, and sipping on a glass of red
wine. I finished up my first semester, and she kept me there all summer. In the fall, she
went away to Bringham Young. Out on a sort of religious field trip, she heard the voice
of God in the desert, and that was that. She could only marry a Mormon. I tried to tell
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her that every deep resonant voice you hear in the desert doesn’t have to be God.
Could’a been Charlton Heston’s ghost. I’d already headed north and enrolled at Chico.
Did a year there and the next summer, Mom got sick, so I rode home, did peyote with
some natives in Montana, or Wyoming, spent two days in the Black Hills, arrived home,
sold the bike, bought a car, and went to live with Mom.”
“She’s still alive?”
“Barely. The product of modern medicine.
“But get this. When she heard I was coming home, she went out and bought me the last
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Leather bound. She said I’d need it for college.”
“We were raised on World Book.”
“With the yearly supplements, right?”
“Exactly.”
“Did you read them?”
“When we needed something for school.”
“Get this. I read that whole thing. It was a challenge. Didn’t understand it all. But I read
that whole damn thing.”
“Well, my Actually Joe, now I know why you’re such a genius.”
“Sheila . . . you’re smarter than me.”
She perked up.
“One thing you learn in combat is to pay attention. If you’re not paying attention, you’re
gonna die. And I’ve watched you. All the things you do and the things you pick up on,
and little girl, you’re smarter than me.”
Sheila’s shoulders initiated a slow droop, when he grabbed up her hand, and kissed her
palm. “And that, dear Sheila, is just one reason I adore you.”
She said nothing, looking deeply into his eyes. She loved his eyes; dark and entrancing.
But she was suddenly curious about his affair in Anaheim. Why a woman would stand in
the way of his dream to reach Alaska. Was she that special? What was the attraction?
Was she that beautiful, that bright, that fascinating? As he responded, she realized she
was suddenly competing with a ghost, a memory.
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“It was love at first sight.”
She was at the beach, so . . . nearly naked. Not much left to the imagination, but the
everythingness about her was stubbornly attractive. She read, she sunned, she treated
herself. He’d been playing Frisbee with new friends he’d met there and when it had
been tossed over his head, he turned and saw her, the Frisbee heading straight for her
so he called out, “Look out, girl in white!”
She ducked, putting her hands up over her head, calling back, “Is that a threat or a
promise?”
Love at first sight. He picked up the Frisbee, tossed it back. His friend knew right away
he’d left the party as he gestured minutely with a hand that he was bowing out.
He knelt down and asked, “Whatcha reading?”
“That was my father’s favorite book,” Sheila broke in. “He said it had gone viral during
his college days, though I don’t think he used the term viral. Kinda cultish.”
“Gotta remember, I really only got into reading while in Iraq, then Afghanistan, so to me
a book was just a book and I was totally unaware of their authors, their significance in
the history of literature, or whether they’d been on any best seller list. Just like art was
when I started my trip. Knew nothing about it, but I knew what I liked.
“Ya know what really did it for me? She spread some cheese on a cracker and reached
up placing it in my mouth. I was hooked. How could I possibly continue through life
without this woman? And then she gave me her glass to drink from. Funny, but it never
hit me to wonder if I was handsome enough for her, or bright enough for her, or even
had the sexual prowess she was looking for. All I knew was I was hers.”
“Head over toes, eh?”
“God yes. And I loved that she taught me things. She taught me to draw. Well, actually,
she taught me to see. That was a breakthrough of sorts. Learning to really see. I even
wrote her a poem. Some crappy ditty. I’ve since learned never to write poems when
you’re in love. Wait till you’re in pain.”
“I wanna hear it!”
“Oh lord. I really try to write, ya know, creative stuff, but I’m so much better at essays
and nonfiction. I’ve submitted some fiction to literary rags, but so far I’m artfully
unpublished.”
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“Come on, I want to hear it!”
“All I can remember . . . . I remember only this: ‘And tho her breasts point east and west
/ they adorn the woman I love best.’”
“Eeeegh.”
“Yeah. Never write poetry when you’re in love.”
“But I have to admit it’s cute. Would have won me over. Once I got used to knowing my
breasts weren’t perfect. But loving my flaws? You’d have scored high there, Big Boy.”
The trip home was quiet. Nothing really had to be said in the transparent silence. She
pulled the pillow from the backseat and placed it on the console wondering if he’d
purposely put it there on the first night they’d made love. Was he expecting it?
Didn’t matter. She rested her head on his shoulder, his free arm draped over her.
At her dorm, she didn’t want to leave. He didn’t want her to leave. She hugged him.
They kissed. She turned to leave, but then turned back. She held his face and spoke
softly, clearly, her breath bouncing off his lips with every word. “I’m yours. Jeff would
never kidnap me.”




That evening Sheila looked exhausted, as Joe had thought she’d be. She fell asleep
while he watched an early Barbara Stanwick film using headphones so he wouldn’t
wake her.
Saturday went well. Sheila got up early, determined to make it through into the evening
without a nap. Always in the back of her mind she had to be sharp at work. Like Joe had
said about combat. Gotta stay alert or men die. It was the same at the hospital. Just a
different kind of war.
While Joe worked with his class on the lawn, she played with Roddy and his colors.
Hung around his neck was his miniature duffel bag, filled with just one superhero. She
knew exactly which one it was. It was the same one every time Joe had his class. It was
Superman. Joe, she figured out, was Roddy’s Superman. It saddened her that she
wasn’t his Supergirl, or Wonder Woman. But she was his mother and that counted for
nearly everything.
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She knew his color/number scheme. In the top left corner of the blank sheet she drew a
red one, and laid it out before her boy. He looked up at her with clarity. That was
Roddy’s smile. She’d done good.
She’d never asked Roddy to draw anything. Their time together was Roddy’s time, so
she watched and learned and sometimes drew tiny birds while Roddy worked on his
masterpiece, but this time, she looked at him, and said, “Roddy, let’s draw something in
this room.”
He smiled.
“Oh, baby. I’m not trying to hurt you. Your mommy loves you. But I want to be a part of
your drawing. Can you understand that?”
He shook his head, no, saying, “Okay.”
“Tell you what. I’ll pick up things in your room, and you hold your red crayon. When I
find something you want to draw, just drop the crayon. Okay?”
He shook his head, no, which they both, she and Joe, knew meant yes.
First she found his teddy. No drop. Then she pointed to his clock. Nothing. “How about
your basketball?” Nothing. On the top shelf was a model helicopter. She stood next to it
pointing, and he dropped the crayon.
“Oh,” she said bringing it down, “You’ve picked a very difficult subject for your drawing.
I’m so proud of my big boy.”
But once again, it was the influence of Joe that drove his choice. Somehow Roddy had
picked up that Joe had been flown about during his service in that helicopter. When Joe
had first brought it home and placed it on his shelf, he’d told Roddy about his time in
country, and how he was flown all over the place in exactly that chopper, but Roddy was
barely three. His grasp of things, how he picked them up and locked them inside was
both amazing and frightening. She always wondered if one day he’d just turn to her and
tell her everything that went on inside of him. But that was just a dream. The experts
knew better; that kids like this will most likely never open up very much, that the most
you could expect was normalcy in a profession that could use their talents. She’d read
about special kids finding employment and how employers worked with their social
workers to make sure they’re a good fit. That they fit the work and that the work fits
them.
She also knew that fathers seemed to have more of an influence on their kids than the
mothers. That even a divorced father who visits the kids for two hours every week seem
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to have a greater influence than the woman who bathes them, feeds them, washes their
clothes, dresses them, looks after them, and worries about them day and night. Like
some things accepted intellectually, that bit of knowledge was inedible.
Though the chopper was painted desert camouflage, Roddy chose brown for its color.
As he drew, Sheila sat precipitously desiring to ask him . . . that question. “What was
brown’s number?” but held back. She added a bird in the sky. Roddy approved.
When finished, Roddy drew grass at its base, and the number 4. Then a bright yellow
sun above, number 3.
She could contain herself no longer and finally asked it.
Roddy turned his head to her and said, “Too big!”
“Really. Well, that’s just incredible,” and added, “But is it too big for my big boy?”
He nodded yes, meaning “no,” and pulled out his red crayon, and behind the tail of his
chopper drew a one. Then he picked up his yellow crayon and drew the number three.
Next the blue crayon and drew a five.
“That is a big number. One hundred and thirty-five. A really big number.” Then thinking
to herself, “One three five; the odd numbers. Weird.”
“Amazing!” she applauded him. Reaching into the drawer behind him, she pulled out his
gold stars. They had tiny packets of gold stars stashed all around the house to celebrate
Roddy’s achievements.
“So, where shall we place this gold star for my big boy?”
“Roddy thought for a while, and then pulled down the neck of his t-shirt.
“Oh, so this is going to be our secret. Papa’s not going to see it, eh?”
He shook his head.
“Okey dokey. There. Now, may I kiss my big boy?”
He shook his head, and got a soft kiss on his cheek.”
She noticed how he breathed in with his nose and thought, “Just like his papa. Always
smelling me.”
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That night, for dinner, she introduced both her boys to an Indian spinach sauce that
she’d prepared in the blender the night previous. She fried up some shrimp, squid, and
sea scallops in butter, then added the spinach sauce. When it started to bubble, she
served it over black rice, first to Roddy, telling him to blow on it. When she made up
servings for Joe and her, she added a few shakes of cayenne pepper. They both liked a
bit of spice. She leaned over and took a scoop of sauce from Roddy’s plate and said,
“It’s still a bit warm. Blow on it.” She blew on her spoon and tasted it. “Now that’s just
right. Be careful, okay baby?”
“I’m not baby!”
Joe and she both turned looking at each other in amazement, Sheila saying, “Well that’s
telling me!”
“No,” she said to Roddy. “You are not a baby. You’re our big boy. But you’ll always be
my baby.”
Roddy screwed up his face, pursing his lips to the side and crossed his eyes.
Again Joe and Sheila looked at each other. That was a new expression. Then in perfect
unison, they both turned to Roddy and made his same face. He yelled out, “Ha!”
“I think our boy is learning to laugh,” Joe nodded to Sheila.
Roddy’s face did not show laughter, but somehow it seemed like another breakthrough.
Then out came the gelato. It was a caramel version. The tiny container filled three
bowls, Joe getting the most, and Roddy hummed while he ate.
Roddy took a shower with his Papa that evening. He’d learned, slowly, to love their
showers together.
Sheila had warned him. Just too much stimulation for him. Autistic kids suffered often
from overstimulation, she reminded him, again. Joe promised he’d be careful. He first let
Roddy stand naked outside the shower, and Joe would take the shower hose, making
sure it was just warm with very little pressure, and open the shower curtain a sliver to
squirt Roddy’s feet. Roddy screamed at first, but it wasn’t one of his terrified or angry
screams, and soon they were showering together, Joe always careful of the temp and
water pressure on his boy.
Roddy soon learned to enjoy papa’s scrubbing his body softly from head to toe, and told
Joe he was funny when Joe’s head was covered in foam from the shampoo. Joe was
careful not to get suds in Roddy’s eyes, but it always happened, and Joe had the
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shower handle at the ready to wash it out of Roddy’s eyes. At times Roddy was having
so much fun he didn’t want the shower to end, so Joe gently reminded him that they had
to save some hot water for Mama, and Roddy understood, sullenly, but he understood.
Their reading period capped off Roddy’s day, though this time Sheila had sat on one
side of the bed with Joe on the other, each reading dramatically their parts. Roddy loved
this. He sat still, his eyes wide and bright with nearly a smile on his lips.
Joe and Sheila found a good movie to watch, Suddenly, a noir. It was awaiting their
viewing on the DVR. As they entered their bedroom, Sheila burst out in swooning,
“Awwwww. My lover.” There next to her bed stood a vase of fresh daisies.
When Sheila says “roses” Joe knows she meant “daisies.” It was their unuttered secret.
Joe leaned over and took a whiff, and before he could turn fully back to her, she
grabbed him, throwing him down on the bed and covered him with her body and wet
kisses.
“I don’t want to grow old,” Joe whispered.
“We’re not. We’re here, and now; in the infinite, unflappable now.” She kissed him long,
hard, and mystically.
They would fall asleep after making love, or at least that’s the unplanned plan. But there
was something new in the air during the movie that pounced distractingly on their
evening. Noise.
It emanated from next door. Hector’s place. Joe said he was going down to the kitchen
to close the windows which were closest to Hector’s place.
“Wait. I’m coming with you,” Sheila said putting on her robe.
Instead of closing the window, in the dark they both pulled up chairs to eavesdrop.
Funny how when you’re together long enough you start to think alike.
“Is that her?” Joe whispered.
“Can’t see.” Sheila responded.
They watched, silently, holding hands.
“There. Is that her?”
“Sure is.”
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“Drinking beer?”
“Heineken.”
“Swill-shit. I’d almost expect that clown to serve that crap.”
“Woah!”
“What’s that?”
“Quite a few underaged girls there, and that guy’s got his hand in one’s pants.
“Should we call Curtis?” she added.
“No . . . not yet. He probably knows, or at least suspects. It’s her choice.”
“Do you think she’s in danger?”
“Every woman’s in danger where men are concerned. But it’s her choice.”
Sheila realized she needed to defer to Joe’s grasp of the situation. She knew as she
stared across to the party that inside his head, his tiny soldier was already in combat,
tossing around scenarios, maneuvers, and outcomes. He was her warrior, and she was
his medic.
“Tomorrow’s Sunday. Let’s wait. Curtis and I can give him a nice wakeup call during his
day of rest.”
She smiled at him.
“Who knows? Might be the perfect cure for his hangover.”




Four squad cars on the street, neighbors pouring out their doors to watch, two couples
across the street stood on their porch applauding.
The three of them, and Curtis, sat on Joe’s front steps watching the show. Roddy,
excited, kept bobbing his head up and down, but then froze when the huge German
Shepard was escorted on his leash up the walkway and into Hector’s house.
Roddy loved dogs. Both Joe and Sheila knew they’d eventually have to get one, but it
would be very difficult at the moment. With all that was going on in their lives, raising a
puppy would have to be put off, though they would often take him over to Curtis’ house
to interact with their new puppy.
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It was a chocolate lab and growing fast. Its paws too big for its short legs, it tried to jump
up on Roddy, but Curtis quickly put an end to that. Joe and Sheila had no experience
with puppies, but Curtis, being the consummate educator he was, always explained the
whys and hows of training. “Jumping up on people ist verboten,” he told them. “Gotta
start that one right away. So when you come to visit, and he tries that, I want you to
shake your hand in front of his face like this, and say ‘Off!’”
“Not down?”
“No, off. Down means to lie down. Has its own hand signal too.”
They both learned that body language is the first language of dogs.
When Roddy lay down with the pup and they frolicked together, that was alright. They
were both puppies and that’s how puppies play, though Curtis was keeping a close
watch on both, making sure no nipping went on. Those sharp teeth on his pup could do
some damage.
Roddy had a sharp fascination of dogs, and kept his eyes fixed vividly on the German
Shepard as it trotted up to Hector’s front door.
Curtis kept swinging his head back towards his home, and told Joe and Sheila, “I’m not
going in there. I’m not going in there. I’m not going in there.”
Sheila patted him on the knee saying, “You’re a good daddy.”
Curtis just shook his head and bowed.
Two police officers and a matron had gone inside to meet with Shanice, and Curtis
wasn’t aware that Shanice had promptly opened her door to them. Carla stood leaning
up against the door frame silently, listening.
As an officer approached all three, Joe stood up to greet him.
“You must be the complainants,” he greeted them officiously.
Joe looked over his shoulder at the street number above his door, “Yup, 636. You got
the right house.
The officer produced a pen and started scribbling on his clipboard, then glanced up at
Curtis.
“I’m the neighbor,” he said tilting his head in the direction of his house.
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“I’m sorry for all your troubles,” the officer offered. “This is usually a pretty quiet
neighborhood. I think the only time we’ve ever been called out here was a firecracker
incident.”
“We’ve got a pretty good neighborhood watch program here. We look after each other,”
Joe said, “Even the black ones,” he added giggling.
Curtis just rolled his eyes.
They each told their story about the party, especially emphasizing the underage
drinking.
The officer summed up the situation with, “You realize that we’ve got to find some really
big evidence against him or nothing much will come of all this. The underage drinking
will just be a slap on the wrist, maybe a fine.”
“We’re hoping the dog will find something. We’d like him out of the neighborhood by last
month, if possible.”
The officer nodded his head. He leaned over to pat Roddy on his head, and Roddy shot
backwards.
“He’s a bit shy,” his mother said.
“Sorry.” He was big, burly, strong, and suddenly embarrassed. “I’ve got kids of my own.”
“The more the merrier.”
Curtis looked up. “He’s a mathematical genius,” he said pointing at Roddy.
“And apparently can read,” added Sheila.
That caught the officer’s attention. “My kids can mess up a room in less than three
minutes.”
It seemed like a long time, but the dog eventually led his handler down the stairs. The
handler looked toward the officer, now back standing by his car, and shook his head. He
looked up at the four on the steps, shook his head, pursed his lips, and went on writing.
Shanice came out, escorted by the three and was placed into a prowl car, and they
drove off.
Curtis hung his head, Sheila caressed his shoulder as he repeated, “I know. I know. It’s
for her own good.”
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Carla came running out of their house crying and Curtis took off to grab her and hold
her.
Joe and Sheila just looked at each other. Roddy sat on the steps quietly rocking.
The neighborhood soon back to normal, Sheila went inside to make dinner, and feed
Roddy something for lunch. Joe was busy hoeing their flower garden in the back.
That’s when he heard a screen door slam. A huge hunk of meat oozing irascibilities
advanced toward him in ultramasculine silence.
Then it opened its mouth and issued an outpouring of curses that Joe ignored as he
multifocused on yin sections of his body that would take him quickly to ground.
“Motherfucker! if you ever send cops to my place again—”
And that’s when he made his second mistake. He poked Joe in the chest with a finger
that was quickly grabbed and twisted backwards. ‘
Hector fell to his knees, but instead of holding the finger tightly in that position, Joe let
up, then back again, then let up, and back again.
The agony on Hector’s face could have been captured by Raphael typifying the
torments of hell.
Joe had complete control. He had taught this procedure in his self-defense classes. A
person in pain will get used to the pain if it’s consistent. Hold a strong person’s finger
back, and he’ll break it himself to get his hand free to pulverize you.
But letting up, and forcing it back, kept the pain levels constantly egregious enough to
kick him to the curb, or crack his skull with the other hand (especially if you used a tiny
flashlight, like the one on Joe’s key chain).
“Touch me again and I’ll send you to the hospital,” Joe warned him without raising his
voice. “If I were you, I’d start planning a nice long trip very soon. You are not wanted
here and you’re a menace.”
Letting up slightly, but still clinging to that finger, he added, “Now you’re going to go
back into your house and live a nice quiet life while you plan to move. You will not
bother anyone in this neighborhood,” he reinstated the pain for a moment. “Are we
through here?”
He let go of the finger, stepping backwards.
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Hector covered his injured finger and then glared up at him, seething.
“I’m going to fucking kill you.”
“I’ll look forward to that.”
Joe looked back at his house. Sheila stood in the window, eyes wide, blocking Roddy’s
view. He winked at her. She showed him her fist.
Joe turned back to his hoeing knowing that he’d probably have to stay outside for a bit.
She’d cool down. She always did.
In fact, that night she turned into a love monster with flailing cupidity. He inwardly smiled
as he held her, penetrated her, and kissed her throat. Women really love a show of
force, he thought. A testosterone turn-on. She hated violence. She closed her eyes
during depictions of it, watching movies with him. But there was something of a primal
lust for her protector that climbed in atavistically, and tickled her tender parts because
he was her Joe, and he was going to protect her.





“She’s gone!”
It was Curtis at his door.
“She didn’t come home from school and it’s 8 o’fucking clock.”
“I . . .I don’t know what to tell you.” Joe hoped Sheila was standing by his side, but she
was upstairs with Roddy.
“I know. I know. I just came over here to rant. Carla’s lost it. I tried to comfort her but
she pushed me away.”
“Curtis. It’s not your fault. Something had to be done. She made her choices, and now
she’s making another one. Carla will understand, I hope. But it had to be done.”
“Yeah. Yeah. You got a beer?”
“A really good one.”
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That night came the anticipated, “the authorities had been notified. They’d be on the
look-out for her. Just stay calm. Kids do this all the time,” but Carla was still
inconsolable. The kid, no matter how screwed up, was her flesh and blood.
Joe taught his last tai chi class on his lawn, followed by a pot-luck on the grass. Sheila
loved to entertain and morphed into her supreme hostess mode, flitting about, making
sure everyone was cared for properly, always with a ready eye on Roddy (Joe
constantly looking back too). She’d put out folding tables, chairs, and a two big box wine
cartons she’d been refrigerating out in the garage. Joe mingled with his students and
ate hotdish, looking up intermittently to admire his woman, and check on Roddy. It was
Minnesota. Hotdish is de rigueur and plentiful. Sheila had even remembered to pick up
plastic containers so everyone could take home leftovers.
Nights they sat silently in their dark kitchen peering into Hector’s window, looking for
Shanice. She’d be stupid to show up there, but stupid was her modus operandi it
seemed.
It had been two weeks since the kid ran. The tension between Curtis and Carla was
beginning to seep into the neighborhood. When Carla left for work, she stared straight
ahead, never giving the slightest glance to the side, even if Joe or Sheila were outside.
They heard them arguing at night. They heard her crying. Curtis often stopped by to rant
and have a beer. Joe made sure the fridge in the garage was full of beer.
Underneath the stress, Joe’s household pretended normalcy. Sheila’s classes would be
over with graduation in the early fall. She’d soon be seeing her own patients, and no
more nights away, except that she’d be on call.
He was over-the-top proud of his lady. He had grasped early on that she’d be a favorite
of many who attended her clinic. She was great with all ages, from newborns to
oldsters. He knew he’d have to share her with them all, but at nights, she was his.
His.




It had been tumultuous. Formidable even. She’d left him right after that goddam perfect
picnic. Their picnic in the snow.
He picked her up from class, and they drove a short distance to Como Park. The snow
was just over a foot deep, and they climbed up the hill to a small cluster of trees, picnic
basket in hand. He laid out a blanket over the snow, sunk a bottle of French
champagne, a cuvee, up to its neck in the frosty white. It had set him back a pretty C74

note. He’d made his famous Ham Salad sandwiches, something he’d invented in
Afghanistan. Ham was hard to find there, but when they did, he went to work cutting it
into tiny chunks, grating up two cheeses, a sharp cheddar and a jack, then chopped up
pickled green chili peppers. He stirred it all up in a big steel bowl, and the Miracle Whip,
and then the secret ingredient: the juice from the pickled peppers.
Her first bite and she fell backwards into the snow.
Chewing, smacking her lips, she finally let out, “BEST FUCKING SANDWICH ON
EARTH!”
He pulled two champagne flutes from the basket and poured her a bubbling glassful.
Afterwards they made snowdevils. Just like snowangels, but with horns and a tail.
When they parted, she gave him a kiss he’d remember all his life.
And then, just a week later, “I guess Jeff’s my man.”
After her kidnapping, as he watched her walk away to her dorm, he knew it wasn’t over.
There was a battle raging in her head that he knew little of, but intuitively aware of its
existence. Incomprehensible, dark, foreboding, but there, always right there, and he
could never get past it. Nothing he did could solve whatever had taken hold of her. She
loved him, then left him, then loved him, then . . . what next. He knew it wasn’t over, yet.
And that “yet” sat on him like a fully loaded Humvee.
She sat up nights with her demons, telling herself conflicting stories. Her roommate
noticed the change, but just asked if there was something she could do for her at times.
She said to herself: “If I marry Jeff, I’ll have a nice comfortable life. Trinkets, operas,
kitchen gadgets, PTA meetings, an occasional trip to Disneyland. If I married Joe, I’ll
have excitement, fun, precipitous at times, but he comes with his own sort of
Disneyland.”
One night, during a school break, they got together at her parents’ house. They were
out of town and Joe had stopped by for kisses and snuggles. Then came the pounding
at the door.
Enter screaming. He smacked the door, he smacked a wall putting a dent in it. And then
the karate threat.
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Joe sat calmly on the stairs and told him, “I’m not going to do anything to you, Jeff. You
can smack me around all you want. She’ll pick up the phone, call the police, and you’ll
be carried out of here.”
They went into another room while he listened on the stairs.
He cried. She cried. He finally left through the backdoor so he wouldn’t have to look at
Joe.
On the phone, she told him, “Jeff didn’t even know I was gone!”
“Huh?”
“When you kidnapped me. He didn’t even know I was gone.”
“Jeff,” he thought. “Good old Jeff.”
Whenever she thought about Jeff, she’d list off his good points. He was kind,
considerate, bright, a hard worker. He’d take good care of her, though he was a bit
particular about how she dressed, and maybe a different color eye shadow. He kept
watch over her at bars and parties. Sometimes he’s stand by the door to the bathroom
waiting for her to come out.
But his anger outbursts.
Was she in an abusive relationship?
She’d read about those things. Mostly poor women, stuck. They couldn’t leave, because
they had nowhere to go. No one to turn to.
That wasn’t her situation. But that bond. It was still there. So many years together, you
get to know someone so well you can predict their actions. He was jealous. But he
loved her. He didn’t want to lose her.
But jealousy is control. Was she being controlled?
Joe had never tried to control her. Didn’t say a thing when she went out with Jeff. Never
asked. Never mentioned it. He tried to live in the moment, those moments together
when he’d surprise her with a new artbook they’d go over together, page by page,
pointing out delicate intricacies, the sweep of a brush, the play of light.
Sheila’s internal war raged on. Was she locked into this, this abusive relationship, and
couldn’t see it for what it was?
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Then she remembered. She’d heard it once, and it was still there, peering at her from
around a corner, not far away. “Abuse is control, and control is abuse.”
But she loved Jeff. Oh so much. Like an old pair of jeans that always fit and always
showed off her perfect butt, as Jeff called it.
On a cheap date, with a loaf of his uncle’s famous peasant bread, some butter, and
cheap sparkling wine, this time, he knew two things. She loved him deeply. He was
about to lose her. In those moments between bites and those moments between kisses,
he’d perceive her mind straying, clinging to thoughts of Jeff. Almost instinctively, he
knew that any attention he gave those thoughts of hers would only increase their
weight, their periodicity, and strengthen them. He knew better. This was her battle.
But he knew he had to do something, and fast. It would tear him up to lose her, but even
hinting he knew something was up could lose her even sooner. At least that’s what his
gut told him.
There was this spot in Minneapolis that had the best happy hour in town. It was always
crowded, the drinks were reasonable. It stood across the street from a strip joint he’d
been to with buddies. That’s how he found the place. The smell of beer and urine
chased him out of the place one afternoon, and he saw a bar across the street. They set
out a fare like no other, even with servings of caviar. He’d shared some caviar with
Sheila once, telling her a very esoteric factoid about the little fishy eggs.
“Only six percent of the population eats caviar, but only three percent actually like it.”
That’s where they were headed.
They chatted as he drove, Sheila’s touch always on him. She laughed at his musings
about the drivers around them. The traffic was no bother. They were in no hurry. And
suddenly he perked up.
“A magic shop!”
“Where?”
“Over there, on the left. Ever been to a magic shop?”
“No,” she answered with a slight upswing in her tone.
“They do magic for you. It’s great. Wanna—”
“Sure!”
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He held the door for her, and her eyes widened as she entered. The walls were filled
with boxes, and masks hanging down all around. There was a huge clown in the corner,
and two people behind the counter, one who perked up, “And what can I do for you
two?”
“Just here to look around.”
“Well, take your time. Oh, have you ever seen these rings?”
Sheila pounced to the counter and he handed one to her, then another, then a third.
“Are they solid?”
She clanged them together, and then banged the top of her head with another. The guy
behind the counter was already in love with her.
“I think so.”
“Then let me show you this.”
He took all three in his and suddenly two were looped together. Then the third. Then he
separated them. Then together again.
“Neato!” she joyously cried out, knowing it was Joe’s word.
“What’s this,” Joe called out holding a deck of cards he’d found on the counter.
“Those are very special cards. Pull out the aces. Now put them back anywhere in the
deck, and shuffle.
“Now, are you sure they’re all mixed up enough?”
“Sure,” and Joe handed them back to him.
“Now I’ll tap it with this magic wand, and say the magic word . . .” he paused.
Sheila and Joe both sang out in unison, “Abracadabra!”
And with a flick of the wrist he quickly dealt out the four aces.
Sheila squealed and applauded.
She then started floating about the room, touching everything. Most of the gadgets had
a card on top explaining their magic with which you could impress and amaze your
friends.
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“Do you have a shaved deck?” Joe asked.
“Ahhh, so you know about those,” the fellow said handing him a deck of cards.
“Well, I tried a bit of magic as a kid, but I wasn’t very good at it.”
“Just takes a little practice, and poof, you’re a magician!”
“Yeah, just like the trapeze, but you’d have to get me up there first.”
“Afraid of heights?”
“No. Afraid of falling.”
Sheila had to turn away, giggling.
Picking up an open deck on the counter, Joe said, “But I did learn how to do this,” and
started cutting them repeatedly with his left hand.
“Bravo!” the man called out.
“I had no idea my guy was so talented,” Sheila said as she passed by him to examine
all the goodies under the glass counter.
“But only with my left hand,” Joe remarked.
“Really?” she said staring at the collection. “But it’s your right had that . . .” and stopped,
looking up, grinning, “We’ll talk about that in the car. Alone.”
“We’ll take these. How much do I owe you?”
“How about a fiver?”
Joe paid then turned to Sheila. “Time for happy hour?”
“Sure.” Turning toward the counter, “Thank you, folks. Thank you. This was fun.”
“Wait,” the guy called out. “I have one more trick for you.
“Have you ever played Three Card Monte?”
“I know it has three cards.”
“She’s a sharp one,” Joe nodded.
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“You got the Ace of clubs, the King of diamonds, and the Queen of hearts. Keep your
eye on the Queen of hearts,” he said laying it face down between the two others.
He passed them over each other a couple of times and said, “Find the queen of hearts.”
She pointed.
He flipped it over, and viola, the Queen of hearts.
“Pretty good. Now let’s try it again,” and he did his same routine.
“Find the Queen of hearts.”
She pointed.
“Pick it up.”
She picked it up and it was the Ace of spades.”
“Do that again.”
“Okay, one more time. Here’s the Queen,” he said laying it down the Queen in the
middle, face down.
“Now keep your eye on that Queen,” and he did his magic.
“Find the Queen.”
She pointed.
“Pick it up.”
She did, and slowly her face began to change. Her breathing stopped. Her eyes
widened.
It wasn’t the Queen of hearts. It was a white card, with words printed out in pen.

Sheila,
You’re looking for something.
He’s right beside you.
He’s Actually Joe, and he
actually loves you.80

She started to shake, tears welling up in her eyes. Joe put his arm around her, reached
back and tossed a folded twenty behind on the counter, and got a smiling nod from the
magic guy.
He held the car door open and she burst into tears. He held her like never before,
smelling her, kissing her hair, her forehead, holding tightly.
She settled down, looked up to the car roof, took a deep breath and pulled a tissue out
of her purse, wiping her tears. And then the smile. That bright loving smile that always
lifted him.
She grabbed him and kissed him. Again, and again, and again.
“Okay, Buddy Boy. This is how it goes,” she started in, pushing him away just far
enough to fix her eyes on his, “I know you have a past. I know you were a bad boy.
You’ve probably slept with, oh God who knows how many women, and you probably
cheated a bit, or maybe a lot. But this is forever.
“Do I have your attention?”
She did. He had a tear rolling down one cheek.
“This is forever and you’d better not blow it.”
“I know.”
“Come rain, shine, better or worse . . .”
“There might be a lot of that worse.”
“I don’t give a fuck.”
She kissed him.
“This time it’s forever. Got that?”
“Got it.”
“And if you ever have a problem, I’m the first person you come to.”
“Got it.”
“You can look, but you can’t touch.”
“Roger that.”
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“You’re mine. And I’ll kick your ass if you swerve.”
“Loud and clear.”
“I will never ask you again if you love me and you don’t have to ever ask me. This is it.”
“Over and out.”
“Can we shake on it?”
“The magical pinky shake,” and he held out his little finger.
She wrapped her tiny finger around his, held it staring into his eyes, and then kissed
him.”
And that was their pact.




“Where’s the camera?” he called out.
“In the car, Joe.”
He loved that camera. When it first came out, he was just going into the service and the
price was steep. He finally picked one up on eBay for five hundred bucks. Got a nice,
all-around workhorse lens, a flash, and a portrait lens, and he was off shooting. One of
his shots, up on the North Shore of Minnesota took a blue ribbon at the VA art show, but
didn’t make it to the nationals. It hung in their bedroom now. But his most treasured
passion was just about an inch and a half square, and an eighth of an inch thick: a 32
gig compact flash card holding some 2,000 photos of his Sheila’s precious face. It was
safely tucked away on the top shelf of their closet, in a tiny box that he brought out only
when he wanted to take another.
Violet had already arrived and sat in the kitchen coloring with Roddy. On her first night
with the family, she’d learned how to work the security camera doorbell on her phone.
She and Roddy went to the front steps to sit and watch Joe and Sheila pack up the car.
Joe kept running in and out of the house between the two remembering this, forgetting
that, running back and forth. Sheila stood patiently by the car shaking her head. She
knew all too well that when he got excited, his ADD kicked in and there was nothing to
do but wait it out.
Emergency phone numbers were taped to the fridge, but Violet had already entered
them all into her phone long ago. Roddy would attend day care half days to give her a
break, and Sheila had stocked the fridge, pasting to the side their complete meal plan
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for the next six days. It was mid-September and the two were headed up north for their
annual fall-color drive. He’d booked the hot tub room at the Cascade Falls Lodge, but
their first night would be spent in Duluth, one of Joe’s favorite cities, an international city
in the middle of the country, connected to the world by the Saint Lawrence Seaway.
“Have we got everything?” he called out, standing at the doorway; Roddy and Violet
looked up, getting prepared to wave goodbye.
“Ya got me? Have you got everything now?”
Joe let out a gurgling moan and dropped down into a ball whining in a high pitched
squeak, “I don’t know!”
He looked up at Roddy, grabbed him up saying, “I’m gonna miss you most of all,
Scarecrow.”
“You funny.”
Sheila had come up the walkway, “Have you got a kiss for your mommy?”
Roddy leaned over and kissed her cheek.
“I love you so much, my big boy. Violet’s going to take good care of you.”
“That’s a Roger,” Joe added pulling Violet in for a hug.
“You two just have fun,” and both of them waved and waved as they drove off. Roddy
loved waving. He’d started waving at strangers from his car seat in the back on trips
about town. Jodi had told them it was a good sign. He was opening up to the world.
Nearly everything they were about to do on their trip they’d done before. This was just
understood. Their annual trip had stopped for a few years after Roddy was born, but
had resumed last year when they felt that both Violet and Roddy could handle their
absence. And though they knew exactly what they’d be doing, the places they’d be
going, the purchases they’d make along the way, getting away always lifted them
buoyantly with child-like ebullience. Each trip reminded them of their first, and each trip
dazzled them as if it was their first.
Joe’s dad had been raised in Duluth. Sheila listened quietly to Joe’s stories on each trip
as if they were new, and never once said, “You’ve told me that before (hundreds of
times).” Joe did not like his father. He’d abandoned his mother the year he’d started
high school. Ran off with a nurse. He was a cliché. A dried up, rancid cliché. But
returning to his roots, where he’d spent summers with his grandparents, out on Park
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Point, wading in the cold waters of Lake Superior, gently erased his hatred and
disappointment in the old man.
“So,” Sheila said reaching into the backseat, “What did you bring this time?”
“Salinger.”
“Catcher in the Rye?”
“Nooooo. His short stories. You’ve never read them?”
She shook her head.
“Nine Stories.”
She flipped through the pages.
“Some of the best shorts ever penned. I’m assuming he used a pen.”
“What’s that line of yours?”
“What? That I think better with both hands?”
“That cracks me up.”
“It’s true. I cannot write anything—pen, pencil, sharpie—but put a keyboard under my
fingers and I’ll regale you with a rumpling matrix of digitized devilries charged with
nontrivial meteorological pointlessnesses.”
“And you wonder why you’re unpublished.”
“Artfully unpublished. Get it right!”
“Which would you like?”
“Perfect Day for Bananafish.” I must warn you, though. Salinger suffered from PTSD.
“I’ll keep that in mind.”
Sheila loved when Joe read to her. He’d assume his dramatic carriage and transport
her. She’d asked him why he didn’t go into theater, but he’d groan and go off on
American audiences. He’d been in a few plays, two in high school, and one in college,
but he preferred to be behind the scenes, directing maybe. “Americans will applaud
anything. Hell, they applaud a Maytag washer and dryer, for chrissake.”
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Sheila read and Joe drove. It was their freeway to heaven.
“Wow. That ending was a shocker.”
“I warned you. He suffered from PTSD. For Esme With Love and Squalor is where he
really sinks into it, but it’s got a more hope-filled ending. He accepts that he can, and will
start to heal.
“Let’s take the Skyline Drive!” he blurted out, turning into the off lane.
It did not surprise her. They always entered the city via the Skyline Drive. In the
summertime, on a previous trip with Roddy, they’d stopped into Enger Park to see their
huge display of flowers. Roddy grew quickly enchanted by the splurge and splashy
display of color. He had to just touch the delicate petals. Both stood back and watched,
knowing how the colors warmed the depths of their little man. Back home he would
draw for hours the colors he’d witnessed and touched.
They pulled into a tiny wayside rest and got out. The same wayside rest they’d always
stopped at. Below were scads of railroad tracks, their rails gleaming in the sunlight.
Huge grain elevators, forty-foot piles of rock, coal, and sometimes taconite lay below.
And there, always there, that unique lift bridge. It was up, with a freighter steaming
under it.
Always the same yet always fresh and new, their journey had officially begun. They’d
stop and wander through Blacklock’s store and art gallery just this side of the lift bridge.
Then to the Chocolate Factory a few doors down for their dark chocolate foam candy,
and maybe an English Toffee or two. Across the street stood Bellisio's, a wine bar,
owned by the offsprings of Jeno Paulucci, who had been friends with his grandparents.
The kids now owned and operated Grandma’s, another hotspot in Duluth, and they’d
been there once but it was just too commercial for them. At Bellisio’s they both ordered
a flight of wine. Sheila liked the dark reds, a Shiraz or a Malbec, Joe preferred white,
Riesling, or Gewurtztraminer. They’d order three appetizers, the bruschetta, some pasta
with Italian sausage that was flown in weekly from Chicago, and their favorite, escargot.
“It’s too bad my grandmother is no longer with us. Did you know the Jews have this
saying? that as long as someone is remembered, they’re not really gone? That’s why
you see all those bricks at the JCC with names memorialized. You would have loved
her. And she would have told you all sorts of stories about me. Safta loved to embarrass
me in front of friends. Her damn stories.”
“Tell me one,” she said, knowing she’s probably heard it. She knew about the short term
memory loss in veterans, but enjoyed his stories. And his mention of the JCC reminded
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her that she too had a story that she’d often told her friends, about the time he took her
to the Jewish Community Center to pick up his check. Not long after they’d met, on
Sundays he taught swimming to the elderly. She’d sat down on a bench to wait, and the
elderly gentleman on the far end of the bench leaned over asking, “Is that your
boyfriend?”
“Uh huh,” she responded.
“He’s my swimming coach. He’s a good man.”
“Yes, he certainly is.”
“You two living together?”
“Whoa, I thought your generation was against that sort of thing.”
“Little girl, by the time you reach my age you realize you can’t wear it out, so you might
as well just make it smooth.”
“I’d been out camping,” Joe began, “in the Black Hills with my fifth grade teacher, Mr
Wole. He’d have made a fine Boy Scout Leader today. Something funny about him.
Loved little boys. But I was one of his favorites. We stopped in to see my grandmother,
and they were talking over coffee. As I came downstairs I heard him tell her that I was
one of the most creative boys he’d ever taught. Then he told her how his beat-up old
car’s battery went dead while we were camping near a cliff. We tried to push it to get it
rolling, but nothing. We lit off firecrackers, three at a time. He told me three gun shots
were a call for help. Again, nothing. So I told him, ‘Why not put the front end up on a
jack and push it off?”
“It worked. I pushed and he hopped inside, and that sombitch . . .” he paused. He knew
Sheila didn’t like that word, “and that son of a gun, if he didn’t start that car just ten feet
from the edge of that cliff. Ya know what my safta said? ‘The lazy will always find an
easier way.’
“Oh, but her best story she liked to embarrass me with . . . saba had taken me to the
zoo. The Duluth zoo was famous. I saw an animal, squirrel like thing. It was the last of
its species, I guess. Sad. But he bought me this monkey, this stuffed monkey, and I sat
up with them that evening while they watched TV, playing with it. My grandmother kept
telling me, ‘Yoseff, go to bed,’ and I just kept on playing. Finally, she stood up, pointed
to my room and said, ‘Go to bed!’ Later she cracked open the door to check in on me,
and saw me standing over the monkey, in bed, lying up against the pillow, and I was
telling him, ‘Go to bed. You go to bed, monkey!’
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“‘Yoseph? What are you doing?’
“I looked up and told her, ‘Savta, you’re the boss of me, and I’m the boss of the
monkey.’”
Sometimes Joe would drive out on the point to see where he’d stayed with his
grandparents, even though the house had been moved, and some millionaire had built
his monument to himself on that spot. At the park on the point, Joe would pull out the
Frisbee and they’d whip it around. It had taken Sheila a long struggle to develop
proficiency in one of Joe’s favorite sports. She was much better at tennis, and her twohanded backhand was stronger and more accurate than Joe’s regular backhand. He’d
just never caught onto that. But with a Frisbee, he was a master, tossing it six different
ways, and catching it behind his back or under his legs. Then there was the time, when
the wind caught Sheila’s toss, and he ran off, leaped onto a tree branch and caught it
between his feet.
On their last trip, they were by the swings, and Joe said, “Watch.”
He wandered over to the swings and pointed to the swing in the middle, hanging from
chains on both sides. He walked out about twenty or thirty feet, giving her that wink and
bobbed as he went. He turned around, faced the chair, and then bowed to it. He turned
to his left, as if he was about to send the Frisbee with a side arm toss, held that position,
took in a deep breath, and as he let it out, he spun to his right, all the way around, his
arm shooting out, and right through the chains shot the Frisbee.
“Yaaay!” she let out laughing and falling to the grass. “Let’s play killer Frisbee!” and
could not stop laughing. It seemed with every crazy stunt Joe pulled, she loved him
even more.
This time, however, they walked the board walk. He’d parked at the old Fitger’s place,
once a huge brewery. In fact the first beer he’d ever drunk, under the guidance of his
saba, who made him matzos covered with anchovies. He was eleven then. The brewery
had, since those days, been turned into a hotel, filled with shops and restaurants. They
walked for a while in silence, taking in the sun, the sights, the bursting nipples in
blouses that they passed, Sheila rolling her eyes. Seagulls floated in a light wind, and
pigeons were everywhere. They’d made their homes in the wall below them. Sheila
didn’t like pigeons. “They smell fear,” she’d told him. When suddenly one flitted up
before them, tried to turn away, but ran flapping and fluttering into Sheila’s chest. “I told
you! They can smell fear!”
Joe held her, shaking in laughter. “My baby knows best.”
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“Just keep those fucking pigeons away from me.”
“Okay…let’s go inside.”
Their favorite place: the Fitger’s Brewhouse. They’d order their favorite dish, the wild
rice burger, and washed it down with two beers, a stout, and a light ale. The waitress
arrived with their beers and asked, “Who gets the stout?”
“We do.”
“And the ale?”
“We do”
She looked at one, then the other, and just set them both down between them.
And then, as predictable as a movie’s chase scene that climbs upward will end with a
long fall, Joe jumped into his stories about Duluth and its history passed onto him by his
old man.
“This used to be a test site for music. Dunno, still could be. We’d have to stay a few
months to find out. They also tested movies here. Tested endings. You’d be walking by
the theater and someone would step out, ‘Hey, wanna see a free movie? All you have to
do is fill this out before you leave.’
“My old man heard the Beatles here in 1962, two years before anyone knew who the
Beatles were. The radio station would play three songs, and you called in and voted.
Their song was Please, Please Me. Came in third.
“A lot of Sicilians up here too. After prohibition, most of them had hits out on them, but
they were safe here. No one wanted to come up this far north to knock em off. The old
man learned to drive here. The streets are steeper than San Francisco, and icy in the
winter.” He’d shown her Bob Dylan’s house on one trip. It had been sold on eBay. They
never did find out where the old Mandarin Inn had been. Joe didn’t remember. He had
thought it was on the busy road that headed west to the lift bridge, but no one they
talked to remembered it. It was where Christmases were spent when the family came to
visit his dad’s parents during Hanukah.
On their second trip to Chicago, right after they were married, they wanted to find Bob
Chinn’s Crab House. They’d heard so much about it. And Sheila wanted raw clams and
oysters. The place was always crowded, no such thing as a reservation there. In the old
days, the nineties, the wait staff used walkie talkies and passed a couple thousand
through there on a Friday and Saturday night. While they ate, Bob Chinn strolled from
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table to table shaking hands and meeting his guests. At their table, he asked them,
“Where are you from?”
The moment Joe had said, “Minnesota,” Bob pulled up a chair and told them he was
raised in Duluth, and that his parents had owned the Mandarin Inn.
“My family spent their Christmases at the Mandarin Inn.”
“Jewish?” Bob asked.
“Like a kosher pickle on matzo.”
Bob leaned back and grabbed a server. “Bring these two anything they want to drink.
It’s on me.”
Traffic was thick in Two Harbors, so they turned off to take a break at the train museum.
Sheila got her picture taken next to the largest steam engine on earth.
Back on the road, again more traffic, and since Joe didn’t like tailgating the guy in front
at fifty-five miles per hour, he backed off a bit to lessen the tension in his neck.
About the kazillonth time he looked into the rearview mirror at the guy behind him ten
feet from his bumper, Sheila took his free hand and kissed it. “Just breathe, my baby.”
“I’d pull over and let the asshole pass, but we’d go over the goddam edge. These roads
just don’t have shoulders.”
“I know, baby. Just relax and breathe.”
Joe hated tailgaters. As a kid, his old man slammed on the brakes because someone
on a bicycle had swerved into the roadway, and got rear-ended by a tailgating truck
behind them. Joe had been catapulted into the dashboard from the back seat. His old
man grabbed a flashlight and got out to pummel the driver.
“Baby relax,” she soothed him. “I know: write a poem?”
“A what?”
“Write a poem in your head.”
“Yeah right.” But she could see him going to work in his head. His eyes flittering, lips
moving ever so slightly as he cerebrated. She loved the word cerebrated. People in
medicine never spoke English. They thrived on terms the average person had never
heard before.
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“Okay. I’ve got it. Ready?”
“Whack me, Jack Kerouac.”
“Driving,” he said, adding, “That’s the title.
“Driving.
“The guy .1143 seconds behind me
“Wants to be .1143 seconds in front of me.
“Game on.”
She cracked up. “My pathologically mathematical master,” but then she tensed up as he
slowed, really slowed, d o w n.
At about five miles per hour, he rolled down his window as he turned into a set of
cabins, a sign with “No Vacancy” by the road, like every damn set of cabins they passed
for the last forty-five minutes, and flipped off the asshole behind them.
He got a long honk for his dramatic exit.
After they’d checked in the day at the lodge, they went for a walk up the paths near the
falls. They found their favorite tree. It had a huge bulbous knot extruding nearly two feet
from the trunk. They kissed under it.
That evening, they stayed in and noshed while hot tubbing. Of course, there was the
sugar-cured Alaskan salmon they’d picked up just before Two Harbors, and cheese and
crackers, and a bottle of bubbly Sheila had picked out.
Joe’s phone alarm woke them early. They dressed and headed across the highway to
the lake to watch the sunrise. It was brilliant. The clouds on the horizon were thick with
color, reds, oranges; a dark blue edge on the tops of the clouds. Joe handed his camera
to Sheila. “You take them this time.”
Their drive that day was leisurely, as expected. They stopped at nearly every rest stop
to enjoy the scenery. Traffic was still thick, as always this time of year. You had to book
a room at least three months in advance or bring a tent. They headed up to Grand
Marais, where the Angry Trout Restaurant was already closed for the season, stopped
in at shops, got a pizza at Sven & Olie’s Pizza, and then drove the Gunflint Trail,
stopping to take a picture of a mama bear with two cubs. They pulled off the road by a
quiet lake, even found a picnic table, and enjoyed their late lunch sharing a huge can of
Australian beer.
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The next day would be their last full day, and they’d take the color tour using the yearly
color tour map that every lodge displayed at the front desk.
On the backroads, they abandoned the car to go on foot. The day could not have been
brighter; the leaves could not have been more flagrantly flashy. They discovered
mushrooms and almost a moose that they heard beating at the ground up ahead.
Asters stood tall everywhere, harbingers of the coming winter. And then he spotted it.
An old, overgrown road that went across their path and turned up into the woods, with
yellow, red, and orange leaves bursting from the trees tall, medium, and short. Even the
bushes were alive with color, and some still green garnishing the spectacle.
“Take your clothes off.”
“Joe,” she sang pleadingly.
“I’m serious. This is it. This is the place.”
“But Joe,” again with the singsong sad note.
“Baby, you’re beautiful. I’ll photoshop out the stretch marks.”
“But Joe.”
“For me, baby. For our memories. You are so fucking beautiful.”
“Nobody sees this.”
“Nobody. Except maybe the Veterans Art Show.”
“Joseph!”
“Okay, nobody.”
“Promise?”
“Not even all the guys who want me to die so they can have a chance with you?”
He heard the snort of air from her nose.
“Just us. I promise.”
He directed her. Up. Further. Further, by that big red tree. Okay, now turn around.
“I said, turn around.
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“Perfect. Now walk toward me, stepping one foot directly in front of the other.”
She didn’t know why that would make any difference, but Joe knew. It would aim the
curvilinear line hugging her hips pointedly downward.
He snapped sixteen shots. When they got home, he would discover one that made his
socks melt. She was his precious, divine, private work of art. Her hair glowed in the sun,
her white body starkly contrasting the color all around, and the road and bushes drew a
line upwards pointing to her. Now, how to get it framed for their bedroom?
Their last night was quiet. They held each other in the hot tub, Sheila peppering the
silence with a turn of her head to kiss him, repeatedly.
The silence relayed to them both the words they didn’t want to hear, the thoughts they
didn’t want to broach.
They did not want to return home.
Shanice was, most likely, still on the run. Curtis and Carla weren’t speaking to each
other, or to anyone, for that matter. They’d both seen them, walking to or from their
cars, but not even a wave or nod of recognition. The entire neighborhood felt it. Some
stopped by to ask if there was anything to do, but no. There was nothing anyone could
do.




“Somebody, please! Give me a hand!”
He kept screaming. His buddies kept right on joking, smoking, maybe even toking, but
nobody even looked at him. Then Ralph did. He pointed at him and burst out laughing.
“Come on. I can’t hang on much longer.”
It was a Chinook, he thought. He’d never been in a Chinook before. Must be a Chinook.
And he was clinging to the open bay door, feet waving behind in the wind, knuckles
white.
“Oh fuck!” he screamed out as he lost his grip and started to fall. “This is gonna really
hurt.”
He slammed into the heavy, hard sand with a loud thump, and then bounced back into
the sky. “Ooompf, that hurt.” His face, his neck, his right arm.
Then it hit him. “When you die in your dream, aren’t you supposed to die in real life?”
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“Must be a myth.” But a painful myth and he came speeding down again, and whump,
bounced back up again.
“Ow. That really hurts,” and again, one more bounce, whump, and back into the sky.
His eyes fluttered. He took a breath. Where the hell was he? His body wracked with
pain, his eyes hardly focusing on the covered light glaring at him from above, on the
grey ceiling. He turned his head and saw a steel toilet, attached to steel sink, a metal
mirror above.
“Christ.”
Apparently, someone had been nice enough to pick him up from the bar and take him
somewhere safe, where he was booked and locked up in holding.
Standing, bloodied and bruised before Judge Dehn, he stared at the ground as the
judge read off his previous charges, and then paused to look at the defendant.
“The county attorney is throwing the book at you this time, young man. Drunk and
disorderly, three counts of assault, resisting arrest, and I’m told he might even add
attempted murder.
“Come here.”
Joe approached the bench.
Placing his hand over the microphone, the Judge leaned forward.
“You’d better get your butt to the VA. You’ve got a couple of months to straighten up, or
you’re going to be spending a lot of time in my jail.”
“Yes, sir,” he whispered. “I’ll get right on it.”
“Your mother paid your bail, so sign those papers,” he said pointing to the clerk’s desk,
“and you’re free to go.”
Joe looked around the court to find his mother, but spotted only her attorney, sitting
heavily on the end of a bench, his lips tightly pursed.
His mother was too sick to go anywhere. He wallowed in remorse for putting her
through this. It really was time to do something. He’d hit bottom. And bounced.
Sitting before the Judge on his next appearance, his mother’s attorney at his side, the
Judge read through the papers Joe’s psychologist had written for the court.
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“Will the defendant please take the witness stand?”
He was sworn in. The county attorney asked him pointed questions about his crimes.
He answered yes, repeatedly, and stepped down.
“Will the defendant stand?”
“Mr Ackerman. You’ve pled guilty to the charges of being drunk and disorderly, first
degree assault, and resisting arrest. From the police reports, there’ll be no charge of
attempted murder since it was brawl, and it seems everyone there was trying to kill
someone. I thank you for not wasting the Court’s time.
“From the reports I’ve gotten from the VA and the staff there, it seems you’ve been
amenable to treatment. You’re attending group, your tests scores look decent, and
you’re attending classes with regularity. It says here you’ve not missed one day.”
Looking back at the papers with his reading glasses, the Judge said: “Ahhh…Anger
Management, Symptom Management, Workshops, and Dr Tortelli even mentions that
you stay afterwards to help others.”
Joe wistfully wanted to break in and tell him he needed that Certification of Completion
of his Anger Management class to show the next person he knocks down, but knew this
was no time to make jokes.
“Does the defendant have anything to say before I sentence you?”
“No, sir.”
The judge broke into the mandatory legalese that always went over Joe’s head. He just
wanted to know how much time he’d have to sit in jail, but was quickly surprised when
he was told he’d be on probation for a term of five years, and the charges would be
dropped to misdemeanors upon successful completion of his sentence.
“You’ve done well, Son. You can be proud of your newly found recovery. But I must
warn you, that any minor charges during your probationary period, or miss just one
meeting with your probation officer, and you’ll be doing hard time at the state prison in
Stillwater. Is that clear?”
“Roger that, your honor.”
“Now get out of my Court and I don’t want to see you in here again.”
“Loud and clear.”
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Joe told Sheila he had to go see Curtis, and left out the back door. He had to make the
mandatory visit. They’d been back from their trip a full day, and he needed to check on
them. They’d looked over and saw that he and Carla had finished dinner, and after
Joe’s knock, Curtis appeared at his backdoor, glum.
“I’ve missed you, Buddy,” Joe opened.
“Not good.”
“Have you heard anything?”
“Nothing.”
“How’s the marriage holding up.”
“We’re talking. Lots of crying, anguish. A lot of alone time.”
“Anything from the cops?”
“Not a thing.”
Curtis had a good friend on the police force. They’d been to high school together. He’d
been invited down to the police gym, and they worked out together. Curtis even took up
sparing with his cop friend, even though he was a head taller and a semi-truck wider
than Curtis.
“Really lets me burn off some steam,” Curtis revealed.
“Yeah, it does. Now you know why I work out regularly.”
“We’ve lost her.”
“Her choice, Curtis. Don’t forget that. You’re a good father and . . . shit, sometimes kids
just do this crap.”
“Carla’s forgiven me, at least.”
“She loves you. She knows you’ve done your best. She’s done her best.”
“Doesn’t help much.”
“Well,” Joe paused, “Not gonna give you false hope. Just hang in there. Remember
always, she’s a chip off the old block. There’s some smarts in that kid. Don’t give up.”
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“Thanks, man.”
They hugged. Joe kissed his stubbly cheek softly.
“How’d it go?” Sheila asked.
“They’re in a lot of pain.”
“No news?”
“Nothing.”
The neighborhood at night was quiet, grimly quiet, as if everyone had an ear out for
Shanice. Everyone carried on as usual, but there was that palpable dread weaving its
way through everyone’s homes and hearts that something more than just Shanice had
vanished from them.
And Hector still lived in that corner house. His bike’s rumble was like a siren when he
came and went. The same shrill scream pierced the consciousness of every person
hearing the rumbling of his pipes.
But, as they say, life went on, but cautiously, ominously.
Snatching her keys, kisses all around, Sheila headed out the door. She wanted to arrive
early at her clinic. She had a number of x-rays to go over before meeting with patients,
when Carla came flying out their front door.
The look on her face stopped Sheila brusquely.
“She’s back!” Tears, joy and horror scrambled together in Carla’s eyes.
“I found her sleeping on the back porch. Covered in an old blanket. We thought we’d
heard the dog bark, but . . . .”
“How is she?”
“I don’t know. When she saw me, she got up, bawling, and ran to her room. I’m afraid to
knock on her door.”
“Where’s Curtis?”
“He left early for work?”
“His classes?”
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“Just one, he’ll be home in an hour or so.”
“I’m no expert at this, but try not to bother her. Leave her be for a while. Wait for Curtis.
I’ll try to get the afternoon off. Dr Artz can cover for me.”
“Okay, but hurry. I need you.”
“I know dear. We all need each other.”
Getting into the car she called Joe.
“She’s back.”
Silence.
“Curtis will be home in a bit. I’m going to get someone to cover for me. I’ll be home
about noon.”
“Okay, Baby. I’ve got Roddy. No day care today. A pipe busted.”
“Don’t do anything stupid!”
“But Stupid is my middle name!”
A subatomic feint of relief swatted at him as he looked down at Roddy’s mathematical
manuscript, multifariously crayoned, worried that the relief of her return would be
miniscule compared to the screaming and slamming doors that could follow.
“That’s some piece of work you’ve got there, my little genius. But Papa’s too stupid to
understand it.”
“No stupid,” Roddy looked up handing him the dark, azurite blue crayon.
Joe held tightly the crayon, confused, but loving the deep admiration Roddy brought
him.
“I think we need another gold star—” but was cut off.
“Not yet!”
Whoa, he thought. That’s a new one.
He sat quietly, observing the intricacies of Roddy’s dissertation develop.
He looked up, hearing Curtis slam his car door. He’d been awaiting that sound.
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He’d have to wait for Sheila before going over there. Maybe they didn’t want him
intruding. No. Curtis will need support.
Sheila texted him that she was leaving the clinic.
“Well, my big man? Can we get out that gold star now?”
“Okay.”
Did he just nod “okay?”
“Where do we put this one, my man?”
Roddy held up his red crayon.
“Sure thing. The crayon gets the star this time.”
Sheila flew through the door. She was spectacular. Her face glowing, showed no smile,
no joy, just radiance and resolve.
“I’ve got the boy. You go take care of Curtis.”
“Yes, Ma’am.”
“And don’t do anything stupid!”
“I know. The order of the day.”
He didn’t know it yet, but Curtis had already been to Shanice’s room. Her door stood
shut. He’d hesitated. Right, wrong, stupid, smart, was there anything he could possibly
do to break the impasse? Can there even be the slightest success dealing with a little
girl who hated his guts.
He knocked, softly twice.
“Baby?” he paused.
“Can we talk?”
The door swung open and Shanice’s wet, tear-drenched face splashed down into his
chest, her arms squeezing him tighter and tighter, her muffled sobbing not letting up.
“My baby.”
“Oh, Daddy.”
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“Precious.”
“He tried to rape me.”
Curtis ignited inside. He’d kill the bastard. Whoever he was, he was a dead man.
He stood very still, holding his little girl as she told her story.
She’d run out of places to stay. Overstayed her welcome, and was suddenly friendless
and alone. She’d remembered that Hector had told her that if she ever needed a place
to stay . . .
She’d slipped in the back at night, and had been there about a week, staying clear of
the windows. Then last night he’d gotten her drunk. He was doing shots, tequila shots.
He kissed her.
She kissed him back.
That was all the attention he needed, in his condition.
He lifted her over his shoulder, carried her up the stairs, and flopped her on the bed.
“I tried to fight. But he ripped my blouse off. Then he tore my shorts off. I tried to fight.”
He started to shake, holding his precious little girl, bruised, scratched and bawling.
“He stood over me. Just naked and hairy. And when he stood there, next to the bed
grinning, all I could think of was, ‘Kick him in the nuts.’
“And I ran.”
“Daddy, Daddy don’t hate me.”
“Oh baby,” he’s a dead man, he swore to himself. “Your daddy loves you more than
you’ll ever know. Every day you were gone was living hell. You’re home. You’re safe.”
And holy living hellfire was about to rain down, just two doors away.
He held her at arm’s length, looked her in the eye, and asked, “Would you like a beer?”
“I never wanna drink that shit again.”
They both laughed through their tears.
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Joe got the whole story the second he appeared. He told Curtis, “Bag the clothes. Be
careful. Might get some DNA off of it. Hell, in the movies they get DNA from a cigarette
butt. Have Carla take pictures of the bruises. Evidence. You’ll need evidence. And you
and I, we both need a beer. We need to cool off.”
They sat in the kitchen silently sipping.
“We gotta do this right,” Joe broke the silence.
“I just want his head on a stake. Got the place all picked out in front. Just go and beat
the fuck out of him. I get his head.”
“Won’t work. You beat someone and it just makes em madder. Revenge is the idiot’s
mantra. We can’t be the idiots. And we don’t want that idiot thinking he can get
revenge.”
“But you can take him. We all know that.”
“This ain’t the movies, Curtis. The good guys don’t always win in real life.”
“But you can take him.”
“Yeah, it’s possible. But when you go into battle, there’s no ending written neatly out in
some manuscript lying on some producer’s desk. You have to write that ending. You
and fate. The problem is, fate and chance are synonymous. There’s a chance he’ll kill
me.”
“Yeah,” Curtis admitted, “Fate is like a strange, unpopular restaurant filled with odd little
waiters who bring you things you never asked for and don't always like.”
“That’s a good one,” Joe said laughing gutturally. “Where’d you pick that up?”
“Dunno, a children’s book, I think.”
“Well, somebody’s raising their kids right.”
“Another beer?” Curtis offered.
“One’s enough. I gotta be focused. We have to do this right. That asshole has to know,
utterly and unfuckingconditionallyknow that this little corner of the universe is off-limits to
him, forever. That his time here is up. We have to do this right. If I do kick his ass, I wish
there’d be a cop there to punctuate his sentence.”
“Michael! My buddy.”
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“Wait a sec. He can’t be there during the action. Wouldn’t he be in violation of
something if he didn’t break it up?”
“Dunno. But when I tell him what that bastard did to my daughter . . . .”
“Yeah, but still, he’s a cop. They have rules.”
“Yeah.”
After a silence, “How about if I get him to come after you kick his ass.”
“If I kick his ass.”
“He might want to do that. Be here for the aftermath.”
“That’d work. Make that clown know that nobody is on his side. Not even the cops. But
we gotta do this right. This ain’t the movies. No choreographer. Hell, he could pull out a
gun. They found guns when they searched the place. All registered. The guy has no
record. No felonies. I thought we’d at least find one.”
“I’m going home to get dressed.”
“You are dressed.”
“Not for this. Loose clothing. Barefoot.”
Roddy, in his room, sat with his superheroes, while Joe got changed, telling Sheila the
whole story about Shanice and what had happened at Hector’s place. Sheila sat quietly,
steaming, head hung. Then as she looked up, it hit her.
“You’re going to do something.” It was a flat statement of fact.
“Yeah, it’s kinda up to me.”
“Can’t we just bring in the cops.”
“Baby, do you know how hard it is to prove rape, or even attempted rape.”
“Yes.”
“And he’ll be out on bail and out for revenge.”
“Yeah,” rolled out.
“So now,” she quickly added, “You’re going to go do something stupid.”
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“Hey, I told you, it’s my middle name,” he smiled back.
“My lover, the man I promised my life to, the father of our child, is going to be the man of
the hour, and wind up in jail for who know how long.”
“There’s a chance.”
“Or get yourself killed.”
“I will definitely try my damndest to avoid that.”
“And there’s no stopping you.”
“Just like the man who shot Liberty Valance.”
“Can we at least have some gelato if you do kick his ugly ass?”
“I’ll spread it all over your body.”
“Christ.”
Outside he found Curtis pacing his front yard.
“He’s out on a call,” he moaned. “Shit.”
“We can take our time,” Joe said starting to stretch. His movements flowed as he
reached down between his legs, stretching his arms to the grass behind him, and then
back up to the sky followed by a large swanlike swing downward.
“You afraid?” Curtis asked.
“No. Grounded,” as he pushed his energy a yard beneath his feet. “Aware, focused,
kinda excited,” he smiled.
“He’s home, right?” He grinned at Curtis.
“Oh, yeah. Upstairs. I saw his curtains part. He’s watching us. Or you.”
“Good, I want him to build up all that macho. And confidence. I’m going to let his
confidence climb above his smarts. That shouldn’t be too hard.”
Suddenly Roddy appeared on the front steps, grinning with tears in his eyes, holding
two crayons, the red in one, the purple in the other.
“Take him inside,” Joe yelled out.
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“He got away. Slippery little guy!”
She scooped him up. He screamed.
He knows something is up, thought Joe. That little guy’s amazing.
Curtis was on the phone again, gesticulating as he spoke rapidly, spitting his words out
onto the grass.
“He’s just finishing up. Can be here in fifteen minutes or so.”
“Make sure he hangs back. Around the corner somewhere. You can call him when . . .
it’s over.” The finale, he thought. How will it end? He’d know soon enough.
He headed for Hector’s front door.
Roddy stood on a chair in his room, looking down at the front lawn. His duffle bag hung
around his neck with one superhero inside, Superman. He was tense.
Sheila touched his shoulder, hoping to bring him down, but Roddy screamed like he’s
never screamed before and clenched his fists.
“Okay, okay, baby. Mommy’s right here.”
Joe knocked forcefully with the butt of his fist, calling out, “Hector?”
The door swung wide, producing a huge mass of anger, blood in his eyes.
“Come on, you’re moving,” Joe waved, and turned, stepping down, his peripheral vison
still on the screen door as it swung open.
He saw the quick movement out of the corner of his eye and looked back spotting the
right arm reaching for him.
So he’s going to start off stupid, Joe thought, as he reached back around him with his
right hand, grasping Hector’s leather sleeve. Apparently this was his battle outfit.
He gently tugged at the sleeve as he took another step down, and he had him. Hector
was off balance and heading his way.
He placed his left hand under Hector’s hip, thinking that with his inertia, he’d be able to
lift and toss him, but quickly realized that this two hundred plus pounds of raw meat was
going to be a bit much for him, so as he stepped onto the sidewalk, he grabbed the
other arm, already extended to cushion his fall, he firmly planted his left foot next to his
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right, a shoulder’s width apart, crouched, felt the weight piling up on his back, and when
the mass was beyond his foundation, snapped upward, aiming to the right (can’t let him
crack his head on the sidewalk) to land him in the grass.
Thump.
Damn. Missed.
Hector’s body crashed onto the grass, but his head bounced off edge of his sidewalk.
He lay there. Opened his eyes and slurred, “I’m gonna kill you.”
“Yeah, that’s something we need to talk about. Follow me,” and he walked to the center
of the lawn.
When he heard Hector approaching, he turned and smiled, “So, we’re really going to do
this, eh?”
“I’m gonna fucking kill you, asshole.”
“Wait a minute. I thought you were the asshole. Am I mistaken?”
Hector swung at him as Joe quickly stepped back. He leads with his right. Telegraphs
too, he noted.
“Tell you what, Hector, my man: last one standing stays. The other one moves.”
“Fucker.”
“Do we have an agreement here? I really don’t want to waste my time playing with
someone who can’t keep his word.”
“Right, you’re gonna pack up and leave after I kick your ass. Right.”
“Oh baby, my word is my bond. And let’s face it, living next to you is nowhere on my
agenda.”
“Sure. After I beat you, you’re moving. Agreed.”
“I’m glad that’s out of the way,” and he took up his fighting stance.
“This is gonna be fun,” Hector laughed.
“It’s part of my teaching method. Learning should be fun.”
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Joe focused in on Hector’s yin points. He leads with his right, so push it aside, spin right
and hammer fist into his ribs, under his arm. Crack a few ribs and game over. He held
his hands up, framing his face, wiggling them in fake fear, smiling.
Hector swung. Joe changed his mind. He stepped back slightly, and took a glancing
blow to the chin.
Roddy yelped.
Sheila quickly comforted him with a light hug.
Roddy didn’t pull away. He stood stiffly, staring out at the two, shaking.
Hector was ready to throw another, and Joe planned to block it with his left elbow, reach
across his neck, right foot forward planting the “hidden foot” next to Hector’s, twist left,
and down to the ground; a coup de gras strike to the throat.
But again, as it came at him, he changed his mind, another step back, and took a
glancing blow to the chin. The head is the hardest part of the body to keep loose, he
remembered inwardly. This is gonna hurt.
Then another right from Hector, but this time a heavy ring caught the corner of his eye
as Joe tried to toss his head back. That’s gonna leave a mark.
Out of nowhere, Hector’s left cracked his left temple and he cursed himself. The fucking
pain response from that ring had closed his eyes, and he never saw it coming . . . and
he was going down.
Roddy screamed.
Sheila squeezed him tighter. Then she spun her boy around, quickly saying, “Look at
me!
“Look at me, Roddy! You have to know this!”
Roddy’s tiny chin jittered as tears flowed down his cheeks.
“You have to know this, Roddy. You and me. Together. We can do anything. Got that?
When we’re together we can do anything, take anything, and we are safe,” punctuating
each word of that last phrase.
Roddy nodded, “Yes, Mama. Hold me.”
“We can do this, together.
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I don’t know what your Papa is doing out there,” inside screaming, what the fuck is he
doing out there? “but we can do this. Together.
“If you want to keep looking out the window at your Papa, just remember, what you see
cannot hurt you. Understand?”
Roddy nodded yes.
I’m right here with you and together, we cannot be hurt.”
“Yes, Mama, “and he took her hand as he turned back to the window.
“Now let’s see what Papa has planned,” besides getting killed in front of us both.
Joe, falling, grabbed at a chance; if he spun around with his head aimed outward, the
blood would rush back to his head. And spin he did, stepping clear of Hector’s
punishment, once, twice, a third time and then slowly stood to face him.
“Nice dance, monkey boy. And now I’m gonna beat your ass.”
“Have at it.”
Hector wound up and swung, as Joe kept slipping backwards. Each landed, but not with
full force. Again and again, poor Roddy watching, shaking in Sheila’s arms as tears
flowed from both of them.
Again, and again, and again, Joe fending off only Hector’s left arm which was definitely
trying to grab him. Can’t let that happen.
And then Hector did something stupid, but that was expected. He wound up for a punch
to Joe’s belly.
Joe halted and tightened.
Wham!
Hector stopped, out of breath, still glowering, sweat rolling down his brow.
He’s hurt his wrist, Joe saw as Hector shook it and wiggled his fingers, wiggled his wrist.
Idiot should have gone for the solar plexus.
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“Are we done here?” Joe smarted off.
“You die,” Hector screamed, coming after him with his injured right. Again, and again,
and again, each punch dwindling in strength.
Roddy turned to his mother, taking his duffle bag from around his neck and handing it to
her.
“Baby?” she asked through tears.
“No want! No want. Got mommy!” and leapt into her arms.
It was time to end it. Joe knew Hector was exhausted. His long hair dripping with sweat,
he looked like an exhausted Sampson. Sampson’s hair was the secret to his power, but
for Hector, it would be his downfall. Too much tar clogging his lungs. His wrist is shot,
his punches slow, he’s pausing between blows. It was time.
With the next telegraphed wind up, Joe stepped in. His right hand held Hector’s left
grabbing arm, blocked the punch with his left elbow, and grabbed a sweaty clump of
hair. Stepping slightly back he gave a firm yank to his left and a push with his right. Off
balance, Hector went down. Joe had pulled Hector’s hair back so that his head hit the
grass with his chin in the air. He stepped on Hector’s right arm with one foot, and
planted his knee into hector’s chest, his right fist firmly against Hector’s vulnerable
throat.
“Do not move, asshole. Or I’ll crush your windpipe and send you to your grave.
“Now, we have to talk. I take that back. I talk, you listen. And don’t fucking move. You
don’t listen well,” he said crushing his windpipe even more as a reminder.
“You will go home and pack up your shit. Got that? I know you have guns, but so do I
and I’m trained to use them. You do something stupid and you won’t need a coffin. Just
a tiny ziplock.”
Out of the corner of his eye, Joe saw the squad car pull up.
“I’m sure you’ve got a lot of biker friends, but you’d better keep them clear of this
neighborhood. If you think you’re going to gather your gang together and try to rough us
up, see that cop over there?” he said jerking Hector’s head toward the curb. He jerked
Hector’s head right back and stared into his eyes from a sharply uncomfortable
distance, “That cop will be here within minutes to take you down, cuff you, drag you off
for attempted rape. They have all the evidence they need to lock you up for a long time.
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And I’m sure you know what happens to rapists in prison. Oh, and you’ll need the
fucking Koch brothers to make bail. We’ll see to that.
“Pack your shit. The neighborhood is chipping in to rent you a nice big moving van. All
you gotta do is sign the papers when it arrives. It will be here Saturday, at noon.
“Are we clear on all that?”
Hector, mouth open, his eyes limp with exhaustion, said, “Ugh.”
“Was that a yes?”
“Ugh.”
Joe released him and stood up. “Now get your big ol hairy ass in there and start
packing.”
It took Hector a while to move. Getting up was hard. His right hand hurt, his wrist unable
to hold any weight. He headed to his house without looking back.
Curtis’s cop friend, Michael, stood ominously, leaning up against his car, arms folded,
sunglasses shining. As Hector crossed in front of him, Michael’s deep, but clear voice
pierced the silence. “You heard him. Saturday. Noon.”
Joe shook himself. Roddy and Sheila held each other. No more tears. But Roddy didn’t
want to let go.
Joe and Curtis approached Michael. Joe reached in shaking his hand saying, “You’re
good. Really good. You should be in Hollywood.”
Curtis patted his friend on the shoulder. “Great job.”
Michael finally said, “Hollywood? They won’t let me bring my gun.”
“You must be a vet. Hard to give em up. They’re just so comforting,” Joe smiled.
Looking at the blood and bruises on Joe’s face, Michael added, “I’ll be here for you guys
on Saturday. We’ll have two cars. Just sit out here and keep the peace.”
“Thanx, man. You do know that you’re now the hero of the neighborhood,” Joe told him.
“Just doing my duty, sir.”
“See?” Joe turned to Curtis, “This guy’s great. He needs to be on TV.”
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Joe shook Michael’s hand one last time and turned to leave, putting his arm over Curtis’
shoulder. They heard Michael, in his best Schawartzeneger, say, “I’ll be back.”
The two of them cracked up, shook their heads, and started walking back, Joe looking
straight ahead, down at the lawn.
At Joe’s front walk, he turned away, toward the street.
Curtis stopped, looked at him, and stepped up saying, “You need to have Sheila care
for those wounds.”
“I’m afraid.”
“What?”
“I’m afraid to go up there.”
“Joe.”
“I’ve hurt them. I’ve hurt my wife and my little boy. I’m afraid to face them.”
“Well, I’ll be. You’ve saved the neighborhood, removed that toxic mess, done me and
my Shanice the biggest favor anyone’s ever done for us, and you’re afraid to go and
face your wife? Do you know that woman? I’m pretty sure she loves you.”
“But I’ve really hurt them.”
“Nonsense. Get your ass up there or I’ll beat you.”
“Thanks, man.” Their handshake spoke volumes.
“Oh, and wash up before you see them. You look like you’ve been in a fight.”
Joe chuckled, turned, without looking up, and headed for the house.
Joe entered looking up the stairs, his thoughts ajumble, turning over and over like a
tumbler filled with consternation. Sheila heard him running water in the kitchen, and
knew he was in pain, but could not resist her little boy’s new tactile love for her. He’d
reached out to her, touching and clutching more than he’d ever in his short lifetime,
snuggling his face into her neck, into her breasts, gripping her tightly. “Mama,” he said.
He couldn’t stop repeating “Mama” and kissing her, touching her.
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Joe turned at the bottom landing to ascend the stairs, feeling dread that she’d not come
down, the conspicuous beat of his pulse, tangible in his legs, arms. He must have hurt
her badly. And his poor little Roddy. “My God. What have I done?”
He looked up the stairs. At Hector’s front door he’d not felt trepidation like this. In
combat he had.
He lifted one foot for the stair and missed. He stopped, took a breath, and then started
up again, stepping quietly, counting each step, his muscles tightening as he rose
because of images assailing him from a continuum of possible reactions he’d either be
greeted or confronted with. He studied closely the frames hanging in the stairwell as he
climbed: a photo he’d taken, a photo Sheila had taken, the family portrait from the
previous Christmas, and near the top, one of Roddy’s early prized colorings.
He’d seen them both up in Roddy’s room, through the window. A fear had crept in he’d
not felt in years, while flashbacks assailed him challenging his self-worth, smothering
him with guilt.
At the top of the stairs, he carefully, slowly took two steps, a turn, and entered.
“Papa. Papa!” Roddy called out. And he was smiling. No tears.
“How’s my big boy?” he said looking shyly up at Sheila, trying to interpret her feelings
and the hidden thoughts that didn’t appear in her eyes.
She grabbed him and kissed him and held him and whispered in his ear, “Try that again,
buddy boy, and I’ll send you to the hospital.”
Joe turned to pick up Roddy whose hands reached out to him, that incredible smile still
splashed across his face.
“Oh, Papa,” he said to him, his tiny arm reaching for Sheila.
“Mama my hero!”
“She’s mine too, Puppy. Mine too.”
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